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The orchestration of the research articles into the sequence publication I–V is claimed
to have followed a specific logic. First, the researcher argues that in order to answer the
research questions, it is necessary to undertake an in-depth analysis supported by
empirical observations. Yet, a coherent and feasible understanding of the phenomenon
in-depth presupposes understanding, implementation and validation. Testing, validation
and transferability can be confirmed once studied both from the longitudinal perspective
as well as consolidating the research focus and providing specific insights to the same
phenomenon. This is clearly supported by the research gap.
As a result, publication I is a stepping-stone research done in the domain of
understanding DM in SMEs within the regional context, which, in turn, was consolidated
and underpinned by a deepened view provided with the publications III and publication
V, respectively. Whilst the publication I mainly yields conceptual and theoretical
foundations on a grassroots level, publication III builds upon the preceding results and
implications from the previous research and drills down to the very particulars of DM
conceptualisation and application within the regional SME nexus. As a result of this
complex and comprehensive scrutiny and observation, research results are reconfirmed,
additional framework conditions, bottlenecks and potentials of DM utilisation are
revealed. The publication V rounds out the DM perception within the given SME context
and agglomerates the research results. Here, collation is undertaken on DM
embeddedness and impact within different entrepreneurial scale, thus revealing the
highest DM potential and its contributions.
In a similar fashion, there was the research done in case of DM within the changing
landscape – in face of the increasing uncertainty, volatility, complexity, digitalisation and
transformation. Here, the research commenced by understanding and merging
theoretical tenets in the context of digital industrialisation and arriving new
combinations of theoretical considerations for DM integration in this context
(publication II). Following this publication, which itself precedes the additional related
research publication (Gerlitz, 2015, 1.1 classification), the researcher undertakes a
thorough and sound research on how SMEs in this pace of change are able to respond to
challenges and problems and what implications DM might have on organisational level
and affect performance on the market (publication IV).
Therefore, bearing this mind, the research can be looped into one coherent and
consecutive research portrait consisting of individual research units that when combined
build up a comprehensive understanding on DM within regional SME context and in an
amalgamated form enables to increase the positioning of DM for SMEs on both the
science and business management scoreboards and reference maps.
In aggregate, the research portfolio can be referred to as consolidated and balanced
one. First, the researcher of this thesis started the research journey with the support of
experienced colleagues and integrated the valuable insights of the supervisor. Second,
consequently, being equipped with the research tools, knowledge and practiced skills,
the researcher demonstrated the command of scientific research and novelty achieved
in the frame of sole authorship. Finally, the last publication is a recall to the co-working
in the frame of this doctoral research journey, acknowledging the insights, critical
evaluation and sound support of the supervisor and co-author in accumulating the
research results into the coherent research contribution.
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Introduction
The core of this paper and the overall research journey is Design Management (DM) and
its conceptualisation within the entrepreneurial performance and management of Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). The research conveys a regional account of DM
in the regional integration and innovation domain. The research was undertaken
between 2014 and 2017.
DM can be understood as an efficient and feasible collaboration between design and
business in the SME context, which leads to innovation (Cawood, 1997; Norman and
Verganti, 2014). Innovation is key to both competitiveness and growth (Borja de Mozota,
2011; McGrath and MacMillan, 2009). Therefore, the research is allocated to the
strategic management province. Here, the phenomena of network and integration play
a crucial role. Dimensions that affect SMEs performance in the regional context are
connected and intertwined. In particular, organisational, social, managerial,
technological and environmental domains connected through design drive innovation,
accelerate new knowledge and generate new experience. This, in turn, enables to better
adopt to the changing environmental in a more efficient way. It also facilitates finding
solutions in a rapid transformation pace (Atkinson, 2017; Best, 2015; Borja de Mozota et
al., 2016; Lockwood, 2010).
Globalisation and emergence of global networks as well as new social and
environmental challenges have jeopardised innovation and growth opportunities. This is
especially true for the SME sector and performance of individual regions in the EU.
Certain EU regions located outside the core of industrial activity or that are remote from
metropolitan areas face a fiercer competition from other economically strong regions or
global players. SMEs are regarded as a backbone and vehicle of regional and national
economy. Thus, in order to strengthen regions that are exposed to competition more
than the other, there is a need to take supportive action for SMEs. They play a crucial
role in generating growth, attracting new investments and establishing businesses. They
enable clusters to evolve and ensure employability of regional people (European
Commission (EC), 2013a, Regional Policy for Smart Growth of SMEs; 2013c; European
Innovation Scoreboard, 2017; Global Innovation Index, 2017).
In this sense, SMEs are increasingly forced to look for a new better environment,
appropriate business framework conditions, new collaboration and networking
perspectives. New solutions are demanded by enterprises, regions and global
communities to meet the addressed challenges. This is especially true for the EU regions
that are bound to stronger competition due to increased environmental pressure and
globalisation. For instance, the Baltic Sea Region as one of the EU macro-regions records
heavy negative environmental footprints induced by human activities, e.g.
manufacturing, shipping. It has been also subject to harsh competition from overseas,
e.g. in the shipbuilding sector. Given this background, traditional manufacturing SMEs
are forced to search for new innovative and sustainable solutions in order to survive on
the macro-regional or global scale. This bears a clear paradox. Innovativeness in certain
region-based sectors, e.g. maritime transport, shipbuilding and green energy production
are recorded as being zero or negative (JRC Technical Report on Blue Growth and Smart
Specialisation, 2016). In addition, SMEs are generating less innovation (Innobarometer,
2016). Indeed, it might be argued here that local and regional needs and challenges
should be addressed first. This would enable to better equip for the global competition.
This must be done before proceeding to the global scale. Innovation generation and light
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on the local and regional context needs to be brought back on the agenda. A stronger
use of the “glocalisation” is needed. This implies focusing on local and regional needs as
well as regional challenges rather than concentrating on global integration (Courchene,
1995; Wolfe, 2002).
From the ecosystem perspective, DM can help SMEs to drive innovation and to better
adopt to globalisation. This can be achieved through development of new ways of making
and selling products and services. This concerns also adoption of new organisational
processes and implementation of visions that are in line with needs and challenges of the
local and regional setting (Lockwood, 2009; 2011; Candi, 2006; Steffen, 2010). DM is
integrated in the strategic management domain. It is based on a strategic logic and
focuses on ‘best’ preparedness and responsiveness in a changing landscape. This can be
realised through strategic thinking and acting. DM acts as a management culture in SMEs
and performs inclusive networking function. This function enables to connect different
SME performance domains into one ecosystem. It also allows achieving the vision, longterm goals and to better prepare for the future. Thus, the research adopts a holistic
perception of design integration within management processes of SMEs. This is done by
placing design as a communicator, constructor, implementer, collaborator, mediator,
integrator and leader in transformation. In this particular sense, design integration and
DM act as an inevitable prerequisite for better performance and organisational success
of SMEs in the region context. This makes the doctoral research very topical.
The actuality of the research can be underpinned on policy and regional development
agendas as well. Counting from 2009, a myriad of policy recommendations, roadmaps,
strategies, actions and reports were published to strengthen focus on design-driven
innovation, e.g. Action Plan for Design-Driven Innovation (2013b); Design for Europe
(2014); Horizon 2020 call “Capabilities for Design-Driven Innovation in European SMEs”
(2015). In the Council Conclusions on cultural and creative cross-over effects that aim at
promotion of innovation, economic sustainability and social inclusion, design is one of
the sub-sectors of Creative and Cultural Industries (CCIs). Here, it is stressed that industry
needs new approaches. The so-called silo thinking has to be broken:
(...) there is a lack of awareness of the potential of combining arts,
culture and creativity with technology, science and business, as well
as insufficient exchange of good practices. In particular, the
catalytic effect of culture and the arts on innovation in all sectors is
still underestimated and thereby underused; (...) sectors and
policies are still often organised in silos, thus limiting the scope for
synergies and the emergence of innovative solutions (...).” (2015 / C
172/04, p. 13).
The doctoral research is driven by the two-fold research problem. Despite growing
trends of DM utilisation on the global scale and in large organisations, the map of DM
theoretical contributions and practical applications in the SME context is scarce (Acklin,
2013a, 2013b; Niedworok et al., 2015; Ward, 2013). On the one hand, scarce research is
existing on DM conceptualisation and application in SMEs and regional context (Erichsen,
2014; Gulari, 2014). This is evident from the DM concept emergence onwards (Gorb,
1976). Screening the worldwide databases, in 2016-2017 DM conceptualisation and
application in the SME context yield just a few entries (Nunes, 2016; Ford and Terris,
2017; Townson et al., 2016). In the TUT and Estonia, no PhD theses were located on DM
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in the SME and regional context. On the other hand, DM is marginally utilised in SMEs
and entrepreneurial management practices.
The researcher herself felt confused on DM application concepts for SMEs in the
regional context. This resulted from the practices and experiences gained from
participation in projects related to DM application to SMEs in the home region.
Applicable concepts appeared to be either absent or far away from their feasibility to the
SME domain (European Commission, 2009a; 2009b; 2013b). They were rather driven by
transfer of best practices from large multinational companies (Gemser and Lenders,
2001; Hertenstein et al., 2005; Fernandez-Mesa et al., 2013). Existing approaches and
models made them less feasible for SMEs. They were detached from taking into account
the environmental ecosystem of SMEs. Less focus was given on SMEs’ specific needs and
challenges, their performance practices and networking interactions (Gardien et al,
2014a; 2014b; Mortati and Cruickshank, 2011; Whicher et al., 2016).
Driven by this impetus and taking into account the research problem, this doctoral
thesis aims at reducing the following research gap. The interplay among the domains of
DM, SMEs and innovation is scattered in the regional level of governance (Bucolo and
Mattews, 2011b; Cooke and Eriksson, 2011; Salminen et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2009,
Whicher and Walters, 2017). The research gap lies in the missing conceptualisation of
DM. Here, DM is driven by design integration and DM application for SMEs innovation in
the regional context. DM addresses the ecosystem perspective and ability to adopt to
transformation and rapid pace of change (Buchanan, 2015; Gardien and Gilsing, 2013).
First, there is missing conceptual DM approach and modelling to innovation in SMEs from
the processual perspective. We need to explore how to employ tools. We need to know
what challenges and opportunities related to DM embeddedness as a process.
Finally, exploration is needed on how the management of design integration takes
place (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a, p. 5; Yströ m and Karlsson, 2010, p. 3). Knowledge
on organisational changes is to a large extent missing. This concern opportunity
recognition, innovation, organisational strategy and culture (Matthews and Bucolo,
2011a, p. 999). Second, we are coping with non-utilised potential of DM – design
integration and utilisation – in the SME context. Therefore, policy and governance
measures are foreseen to enable a decrease of the gap in knowledge and research. The
gap concerns missing processes and frameworks used by enterprises to assist them in
becoming design-oriented (Bucolo and Mattews, 2011b, pp. 4-5; Ward et al., 2009, p.
78). As noted by Whicher and Walters (2014), only a few regions in Europe have design
integrated into innovation policy on regional and local policy levels (p. 4). There is a
demand for display of practical application of DM concepts through research projects
Acklin et al., 2006).
In this sense, the overall objective of the doctoral is to develop a synthesised and
consolidated transdisciplinary conceptual DM approach and processual model for SMEs
in the regional context. This is done through practical policy measures, i.e. research
projects. They should contribute to better theoretical understanding as well as
managerial feasibility of DM, design integration and utilisation. They serve for
innovation, performance and organisational development of SMEs. The ecosystem
perspective and future strategic orientation are incorporated into the developed tools to
enable a better preparation for the future.
In this light, the research places a Central Research Question (CRQ): how to deploy
DM for innovation in SMEs in the regional ecosystem addressing change and
transformation process?
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The following Research Questions (RQ) constitute the research scope:
(1)

How to conceptually integrate design into management of SMEs in innovation
development?

(2)

In which way could DM be utilised for SMEs innovation in the digital
transformation age?

(3)

What would be conceptual mechanisms to integrate DM in SMEs innovation
development as a process model?

(4)

How to unlock innovation potential by DM for the entire ecosystem of SMEs in a
changing economic paradigm?

(5)

How could DM become an organisational management culture for different size
SMEs in innovation development?
The present research delivers contributions to both science and management. The
contribution to science and research communities lies in the conceptualisation,
application and validation of the conceptual approaches and models developed. These
are explored in two paradigms – DM application in the present economic nexus and DM
projection and strategic future foresight in the digitalisation and transformation age. The
fundamental practical contribution of the conducted research lies in the applicability and
transferability of the developed DM concept and model to SMEs. They apply to SMEs
business and entrepreneurial interactions both organisationally and on the market. The
concept and model on DM were practically applied to SMEs within the regional
development projects. The results confirmed positive multiple implications for small
businesses. DM can be deployed for innovation generation, strengthening competitive
edge and providing growth prospects.
In a nutshell, the individual five publications deliver both science and management
contributions. They answer all five RQs that frame the CRQ. A processual perspective is
proposed on design integration and DM conceptualisation for SMEs in innovation
development. This is done through established and applied conceptual partnerships. In
addition, value creation for stakeholders is projected. The conceptual approach on DM
is a response to RQ1 (publication I). Starting from the grassroots conceptual level
(publication I), the author drills into the processual DM modelling through the RQ3. She
reveals possible process-based DM integration model for SMEs, which is based on the
thorough analyses of two technology-driven regional SMEs (publication III). Linking up,
DM conceptual approach and processual model for SMEs in the regional context are
validated with publication V. This research response loops DM conceptualisation into a
synoptic picture. Here, RQ5 is addressed and answered.
The researcher showcases a networked conceptual pattern. This applied pattern
enables to establish and integrate DM as a social organisational construct and a
management practice (publication V). The author explores and compares different
evaluation and validation schemes. This is done against the background of the stated
research gap and in line with the marginalised focus on DM integration and
conceptualisation within the changing economic paradigm. Based on the empirical
practices, the research proposes matrices for design integration and DM application.
They can be used for innovation and business modelling in the digital transformation.
This is targeted through RQ2 (publication II). Finally, a conceptual turnkey for SMEs
innovation and value creation is discovered (publication IV) as a response to the
marginalised ecosystem perception and changing socio-economic and technological
paradigm. This change is characterised by digitalisation, changing environmental and
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social responsibility and technological specialisation. Here, targeting RQ4, the author
scrutinises the ways SMEs can utilise DM potential for their future pathways.

Figure 1: Doctoral research breakdown into pillars and components
Source: compiled by the author
To outline the overall doctoral research endeavour, Chapter 1 provides a theoretical
foundation, which serves for grounding the empirical research. Consequently,
methodology including research design, paradigm, approach, methods, analysis and data
are elaborated in Chapter 2. Within the next chapter, the results are discussed and
critically assessed. Chapter 3 provides segmented research contributions and
implications in line with the research publications. The chapter is rounded off by the
future oriented strategic foresight and positioning of DM within upcoming strategic and
operational discourses. The next Chapter 4 discusses research contributions and
positions them within the topical research and management discourse.
18

1 CONCEPTUAL RATIONALE AND THEORETICAL
MAINSTAY
Theory and concepts provide foundational knowledge. Yet, the challenging task for the
young engaged and evolving researcher from the business discipline is to find and use an
applicable theoretical and conceptual path. It is because of the vibrant nature of the
phenomenon dealt with, ambiguity, ambidexterity and the pace of embeddedness in the
social realm. The author lays down applicable and strong theoretical foundations that
enable logically and legitimately to link design and business spheres of action for
innovation. As a result, the researcher is able to arrive at a novel epistemic conceptual
encounter, which is discussed here.

1.1 Setting the scene: rationale of DM research and its positioning
It is much easier to define DM than to reveal its rules, its organisation and application
(Gorb, 1990, p. 7). In this light, the doctoral research aims at defining and establishing
DM as a management and organisational practice. This practice shall integrate design
into organisational culture. As a result, DM practices, skills, competencies and processes,
once integrated might allow, in line with Chiva and Alegre (2009), to achieve good design
(p. 425). Indeed, good design means good business (Watson, 1974, cited in Hertenstein
et al., 2001, p. 11). Good business, again, requires a thorough management that
integrates design and enables to achieve organisational success (Moultrie et al., 2007;
Rothwell and Gardiner, 1984; Roy, 1994). It is predominantly agreed among scholars and
practitioners that DM can provide organisational success (DMI, 2018). Success can be
associated with specific factors that enable organisations to move forward (or to
innovate). Entrepreneurial success is primarily linked to personal traits of entrepreneurs
control, tolerance, risk taking and opportunity recognition. Success of an SME can be
influenced in the short-term by the novelty of product / service, ambition and skill
portfolio of the entrepreneur (Bianchi and Winch, 2012, p. 2; Burns, 2016). Long-term
(i.e. strategic) success, however, cannot be guaranteed by these factors.
In this light, this research positions DM within the strategic management domain.
Here, design is integrated in management practices and performs strategically pivotal
functions. The author argues that design integration is the key to strategic thinking and
acting. Design integration allows for becoming design oriented. Consequently, design
orientation stands for organisation vision. It includes a set of ways to deliver products,
services, improve organisational practices and to achieve better positioning (Calabretta
et al., 2008; Beverland and Farrelly, 2007). Indeed, organisational vision and attributes
do address the strategic management level. Design orientation requires strategic
management and management culture support (Borja de Mozota, 2003b; 2013). All the
ways generate value and enable social inclusion through different functions performed
by design (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 291).
Overall, based on the identified research problem and research gap, the research has
adopted the overall design function of “driver”. By this, the research has bridged
conceptual approaches residing in 1) design related research streams; b) strategic
management literature; 3) organisational culture scholarly body of knowledge (Figure 1).
Yet, bearing the research gap, objectives and questions, the applicable concepts and
approaches are filtered through three turnkey lenses: a) innovation domain; b) regional
development and regional innovation ecosystems, and c) longitudinal view – paradigm
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of socio-economic development. As a result, the scrutiny is given to industrial, over
experience, knowledge and towards the transformation economic paradigm.
Understanding the differences of single disciplines, combining the strengths of each
other and balancing the needs through integration enables reducing risks, challenges and
gaps. Transdisciplinarity yields a high potential once emerging from the interplay of
interdisciplinary interactions.

Figure 2: Doctoral research position and focus on DM
Source: compiled by the author
Indeed, success of design integration and DM is linked through design function that
needs to be managed in an appropriate manner. This allows to achieve improvements
(product, service, organisational) and generate value (Calabretta et al., 2008, p. 379). It
is argued here that in order to manifest positive implications for business and
entrepreneurial practices through design success, it is, first, necessary to show a
conceptual ways and procedures. Second, it is needed to address how to generate this
success based on integration of diverse research streams. Only with available concepts,
procedures and models can a quantitative output portfolio of design success be
delivered. This is very topical in the present research, which is placed within the
European Policy context (based on EU projects implementation). By echoing scholars that
researched design in the European context, the focus needs to be on challenges
associated with evaluation of the design. In addition, conceptual models on design for
success (here – innovation: competitiveness and growth) are also demanded (Whicher
et al., 2011, p. 46). In her dissertation, Whicher (2016) confirms that the missing link to
assess and benchmark design innovation in the European policy is usually qualitative
research gaps, i.e. models and a qualitative perspective on the assessment (2016, p. 247).
In addition, it is not sufficient any longer to concentrate solely on investment in design
in enterprises. Rather, skills, competencies, processual perspectives on DM and design
integration into business processes are gaining importance (Bruce and Cooper, 1997, p.
3.; Chiva and Alegre, 2009, p. 436). Echoing Danish Design Vision 2020 based on the OECD
statements (2011), innovation has become increasingly subject to immaterial rather than
physical investments. It is rather born in the frame of collaboration among enterprises
and different stakeholders, customers and users (p. 15). This, again, supports the
doctoral research. The researcher has addressed this research problem. She aims at
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reducing the topical research gap by providing a conceptualised way on DM for
innovations in the regional context. The missing conceptual foundations also confirm the
demand to start with the qualitative approach at this grassroots level of the topical and
newly emerging DM domain. This particular theme, indeed, seems to gain a growing
importance within the European policy and practical business discourses.

1.2 Delineating conceptual partnerships for DM research
The doctoral research adopts a perspective on design from a functional nature. Here,
design acts as a “driver” incorporated in SMEs strategic management and organisational
culture. Design being a driver for innovation serves as an overall umbrella function. In
this sense, it is more feasible to integrate design into the management using the overall
basket of design functions – communicator, integrator, constructor, enabler, innovator
and leader. It is more pivotal than only concentrating on the design aesthetics and styling
functions. This is because these functions are inevitable from the strategic management
perspective.
Taking the given strategic management domain, the research applies particulars of
the strategic DM. It integrates attributes and functions of the strategic design and
enables to become strategically oriented on the entire corporate level (Borja de Mozota,
1998; Brookes et al., 2011; Calabretta et al., 2016; Hertenstein and Platt, 1997; Joziasse,
2000; Matthews et al., 2013; Noble, 2011; Stevens et al., 2008). Echoing Holland and Lam
(2014), strategic design implies using DM to drive and implement corporate strategic
goals. Both processual and strategic attributes of DM are herewith addressed. Strategic
design creates vision, integrates and orchestrates collaboration across disciplines. As a
result, real value can be provided to all stakeholders involved in creating solutions to
business, social and environmental problems. It is about contribution to business
performance management (p. 3). In this, strategic design drives organisations by
learning, strategic planning, catalysing innovations and delivering on operational, tactical
and strategic levels (ibid., pp. 116-117; Nusem et al., 2017).
The incorporation of strategic design enables to establish conceptual rationale for the
doctoral research. It is based on the distinguished design functions it is performing in the
management and culture domain of SMEs. For instance, when design is addressed as a
resource, core competency, capability and capital from a strategic design perspective,
design functions of differentiation, integration, etc. come to the light. Strategic design
allows to perceive design a competitive advantage and strategic asset. As a result, design
becomes driver for innovation, competitiveness and lead towards better positioning. Its
role is therefore moving from just fitting to the industry towards becoming heart of the
business model and value creation (Borja de Mozota, 1998, p. 26; Borja de Mozota &
Kim, 2009, p. 67).
Furthermore, strategic design serves as an enabler for integration. The research itself
claims importance of design integration into the management and organisational culture
of SMEs. Design integration might turn organisations into design-driven ones using DM
in management and organisational practices. In line with Manzini and Vezzoli (2003),
strategic design is concerned with integration. In particular, it aims at integrating
products, services and communication based on new forms of organisation. Roles and
their reconfiguration among the involved stakeholders (companies, clients, users) is also
objected. In addition, it targets new values and market opportunities. These are adopted
to existing trends and long-term goals associated with economically feasible and socially
appreciable sustainability (p. 856). In this regard, we might claim that the role of design
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has moved from just fitting to the industry towards becoming heart of the business
model and value creation (Borja de Mozota, 1998, p. 26; Borja de Mozota & Kim, 2009,
p. 67).
Here, approaches and concepts are brought together, as they address and share the
same conceptual partnership connected by a design function performed in management.
This partnership is therefore reflected through the main umbrella function of DM,
namely, DM acting as a driver for innovation in SMEs in the regional ecosystem. As a
result, design is a driver for SMEs innovation in the regional context. It enables
integration of conceptually similar approaches and theoretical models that share the
same functional and impact (success meaning) perception. The Figure 2 above displays
therefore the constructed conceptual partnership evolving into a sound theoretical
mainstay. This was used throughout the entire research journey. It showcased how the
start with the principal design function of “integration” or design being “inclusive” paves
the way for organisations (here – SMEs) to become and act as design-oriented ones.

Figure 3: Conceptual mainstay of the doctoral research on DM
Source: compiled by the author
As a result, design acts as a driver for success (qualitative and conceptual focus) and
provides in this manner a conceptual stepping stone. This, again, bears on the strategic
thought, according to the discussed particulars of design orientation in section 1.1, and
show in Figure 3. Thus, we might adopt the functions of strategic design that, in turn, can
be allocated to a different domain or field of management literature: a) strategic
management; b) innovation management; c) regional ecosystem management; and d)
organisational culture management. From the functional level, when design and strategic
design management functions are used as a common conceptual thread, we arrive at
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management level. Subsequently, over it we transfer to the strategic foresight level that
combines both functional and strategic attributes of design and DM. Here, DM acts as a
driver for innovation in SMEs within the regional context in the present economic nexus
and the rapid pace of changing economic paradigm – digital and socio-economic
transformation.
The transformation value is of particular importance in this rapid pace of change and
uncertainty. It is because design, when employed, does not manage projects, but rather
leads to strategic strength. This occurs when it is utilised as a core strategic resource and
organisational capability, activity, process or phenomenon inherent in the creative
industry (Borja de Mozota and Kim, 2009, p. 69). DM acts as managerial competence,
resource competence, economic competence and design with indecisive role on SMEs
(Borja de Mozota, 2003a, pp. 96-98). DM as an approach focuses on business practices
and organisations. It shows how design can streamline certain processes within them and
bring the value. This can be achieved through design as a style, function, process,
corporate resources or corporate strategic resource, organisational culture or a vision.
Yet, some scholars link up corporate identity and DM. They pinpoint that design must be
integrated and, in turn, managed in all four contexts of an organisation – product,
environment, information and corporate identity (Olins, 1985a, 1985b, 1989). Indeed,
DM has increasingly become perceived as a strategic tool creating and capturing value
(Kotler and Rath, 1984; p. 16; Er, 1997, p. 293).
From the strategic design view, DM drives management practices and organisational
culture and thus might propose the entire value model. By using design as a resource,
externally enterprises may develop external, market-based advantage. This allow them
to differentiate their products or services. Their value can be increased through branding
and corporate image development. Enterprises are capable to develop internal
competitive advantage. This is achieved internally by combining unique, invisible,
difficult to imitate organisational processes and design resources (Borja de Mozota,
2006, pp. 45-57). Here, the design integration leads to an increased differentiation,
diversification, integration and transformation. As a result, design performs strategic
functions. It also has impact (success capability) throughout its “powers” on the entire
organisational success and value creation (Borja de Mozota, 2006, p. 45). It also performs
a function of a communicator (through aesthetics, styling and symbols). Design acts also
as a constructor (for products and construction of other physical things). It has an
interaction function too through connecting, intertwining and mediating activities,
services and processes. Finally, acting as integrator it performs one of the pivotal
functions enabling to adopt and perform in systems, organisations and environments
(Buchanan, 2015, p. 14). Indeed, design needs to be strengthened as a core function
within a company. This provides improvement in collaboration and transformation as
well as enables exploitation of its potential. With this, new tools can be discovered to
help SMEs to turn their creativity into a strategic choice (Gardien and Gilsing, 2013, p.
54; Westcott et al., 2013, p. 10ff).

1.3 Orchestrating theoretical foundations for DM research
Building upon the conceptual partnership (Figure 3), DM domain postulates a thorough
architecture of key management conceptual approaches and theories. This architecture
is enabled by bringing in the turnkey design function, where it acts as a driver for
innovation. Thus, DM opens up new ways for further functions that yield success for
management and organisation culture of SMEs. In order to provide a strategic foresight
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in a rapidly changing economic and social environment, the research has adopted a twostrand theoretical mainstay. This mainstay embraces two paradigms – DM application in
the present economic nexus and DM projection and strategic future foresight in the
digitalisation and transformation age. Therefore, the research delivers a longitudinal
perspective on DM conceptualisation and deployment, where approaches and theories
are marshalled for DM from the following domains: a) strategic management; b)
innovation management; c) regional ecosystem and d) organisational culture. These are
respectively positioned along the entire socio-economic and technological development
paradigm. This is then divided into key four economic development patterns (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Orchestration of theoretical foundations in a change paradigm
Source: compiled by the author
As a result, each of the paradigms are reflected through applicable conceptual
approaches and theories. These were applied throughout the entire research (rf.
Publications I-V) in the following way:
(1)

Industrial (market paradigm) – Market-Based-View (MBV), Resource-Based-View
(RBV) and Dynamic Capabilities (DC). –> Design and DM are perceived as strategic
resources internally and externally to the organisation; capability, competency
and asset.

(2)

Experience paradigm – Service Design (SD), User-Centred-Design (SCD) and Open
Innovation (OI). –> DM from the methodological design thinking perspective,
design perceived through the customer and user lens (Cooper et al., 2009a).

(3)

Knowledge paradigm – Industry 4.0 (I 4.0), Internet of Things (IoT), Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT). –> DM as a new tool to respond and use
in the digital transformation. In particular, here DM role is unexploited (rf.
Publications II and Gerlitz (2015) (add. publication).

(4)

Transformation paradigm – Digital Transformation (DT) and Organisational
Culture (OC). –> DM as a new corporate function in management and culture. In
particular, here DM role is unexploited too (rf. Publication IV), in line with
Buchanan, 2015; Gardien et al., 2014a, 2014b; Lockwood, 2009, etc.)

In brief, taking into account the strategic management domain (a), two key research
streams are governing perception of DM from a strategic intent. These are: a) marketbased view (Porter, 1980, 1985) and b) resource-based view (Barney, 1991; Penrose,
1996; Peteraf, 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984). The former argues that industry in which
organisations are acting define the firm’s strategy and performance. The latter calls for
resource understanding. Strategic DM research frequently addresses resources as
intangible assets, such as reputation, information management system or trust and
similar. Intangible assets of an organisation are being also referred to as core
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competences or dynamic capabilities (Borja de Mozota and Kim, 2009, p. 67; Hoopes et
al., 2003, p. 890; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990, p. 4; Porter, 1996, p. 70; Teece et al., 1997).
Internal strengths resulting from design integration have also become the focus of
researchers like Brown (2008); Verganti (2008); Martin (2009).
From the innovation management perspective (b), design as well as design integration
and thus DM can be conceptually linked with innovation. The researcher argues that
design and innovation can be brought together through the following common threads:
a) conceptual meanings of design and innovation (Brown and Wyatt, 2010; Candi, 2005;
Jahnke, 2012); b) conceptual meanings of design thinking and DM (Borja de Mozota,
2011; Brown, 2008; Carlgren, 2013); c) conceptual meaning and application of creativity
(Schumpeter, 1911; von Stamm, 2004; O’Sullivan and Dooley, 2009); d) conceptual
meaning of opportunities (Acklin, 2013a; Casson and Wadeson, 2007; Nielsen et al.,
2013), and e) dimensions of innovation (Tidd and Bessant, 2013, Verganti, 2008). In
overall, innovation and design share conceptual foundations linked through value
creation (bringing us again in the strategic design domain). Innovation leads to solutions
that can be exploited on the market. They deliver social and economic value. This is a
shared value (Dorst and Hendriks, 2007; Fraser, 2012; Norman and Verganti, 2014).
Design, the same applies for innovation, can be used as a noun or verb. Design as an
activity and process lead towards strategic and competitive advantage and innovation
(Whyte et al., 2015, p. 2).
DM can be perceived as applied innovation i.e. capturing the talent and resources
available inside and outside an organisation to create new products, environments and
new user perspectives. Strategic initiatives are applied by using design to foster culture
of innovation (Borja de Mozota, 2011, p. 19; Bachman et al., 1998, p. 17). Design
coordinates all factors contributing to a product, from its consumption (functional,
symbolic and cultural factors) to its production and distribution (Verganti, 2008, p. 440).
Candi (2005) even proposes design as an element of innovation. It encompasses activities
that enhance the value inherent in products and services. This is achieved by combining
design with technology and commercialising the result. In this case, both functionality
and aesthetics of the final result can be achieved (p. 3). Design is a tangible outcome, i.e.
end product of the process or intangible (e.g. service or process, solution (von Stamm,
2004, 11). Notwithstanding, this research stream is still new. More studies are needed
based on empirical observations in order to consolidate the relationship between design
and innovation.
Coming to the regional ecosystem (c), the research deploys the concepts of
glocalisation, integration and ecosystem approach. Based on the challenged regional
development and innovation patterns of SMEs as well as taking into account SMEs needs
to respond to these challenges, we must start at the local level to build local resilience
and local communities (Cooper et al., 2009b, pp. 16-29). Local focus or “glocalisation” as
opposed to “globalisation” needs to be undertaken. Two facets of this learning process
include adjusting products to local markets and identifying local solutions, which can
meet a global market (Bitard and Basset, 2008, p. 25). This is because “glocalisation”
rather than “globalisation” drives enterprises today, which are engaged in international
markets and develop “mass-glocal” rather than “mass-global” products and services
(Cooper et al., 2009b; Wolfe, 2002; Holbrook and Salazar, 2004, pp. 50-52). Parallels can
be also drawn with the concept of regional integration (Mattli, 1999; Mattli and Stone
Sweet, 2012).
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Here, the relevance of integration is evident through regions virtually now exposed to
new arrangements or reformation of existing regimes and economic globalisation, which
is channelled through regions (p. 3). Integration merges external and internal perception.
It also combines different dimensions of economic, environmental, social, policy and
culture sphere into a multidimensional process (De Lombaerde and Van Langenhove,
2005, p. 2). Similarly, ecosystems are treated as dynamic, goal-driven communities,
characterised by complexity, dynamism, adaption and emergence perspective (Gooble,
2014). They show a strong interplay of relations that presuppose collaboration, trust and
co-creation of value, which are shared by complementary technologies and
competencies (Durst and Poutanen, 2013). Integration success depends on two
conditions. Namely, a) creation of demand for the regional markets, which results from
cost advantages through liberalised trade investments, and b) engagement in
international interactions (Krapohl, 2017, p. 35). It can be therefore argued that design
integration may spur innovation, strengthen competitiveness and enhance growth
perspectives. As confirmed by Raulik et al. (2008), more advanced economies do exploit
design as a strategic asset for the economic advantage and social development (pp. 119120).
In line with the research problem and gap, regional account is somewhat missing in
DM application in the SMEs domain (Cooke and Eriksson, 2011; Sleuwaegen & Boiardi,
2014; Lee et al., 2004; Whicher and Walters, 2017). There is too little synthesis of design
integration in regional innovation development processes. Lovering (1995) contends that
design might support regional economy and its development. Design might accelerate
developing countries within innovation process (Guimarges et al., 1996). Yet, the
ultimate focus is to be placed on DM integration as addressed in sections 1.1-1.3, both
internally and externally. This enables consistent and sustainable development of SMEs
while generating and exploiting innovations. This is in line with the current research
aiming at providing tools and approaches to respond to the rapid pace of change. The
systemic view is of particular importance. It brings all affected agents together for the
interaction that leads to goal achievement. It involves economic, technological, social,
policy, environmental and cultural domain peculiarities. The linking concept between the
ecosystem of design and entrepreneurship is innovation, which enables emergence of
creative ecosystem (Mortati and and Cruickshank, 2012, p. 5).
Finally, looping the entire picture into an organisational culture (d) perspective, a
strategic design delves into this discourse through innovation and growth. This is true
when perceiving organisational culture. It is an organisation that has to be designed
(Peters, 2014; Holland and Lam, 2014). The same applies for organisations in digital
transformation (Cole, 2015). Drucker (1985) and Senge (1991) have recognised design as
an important driver of organisational and cultural change and transformation. Design
orientation is a result of an organisational culture that promotes key tenets for
appropriate DM. It leads to optimal exploitation of innovations. Potential of design for
innovation can be perceived via organisational ability and capabilities to learn use of
design in all managerial and organisation issues. It is not only new product development
techniques and activities that drive innovation in innovation development. Rather, it is
an organisational culture itself (Calabretta et al., 2008, p. 380), which enables design
orientation of organisations. It promotes design integration leading to both internal and
external success. The success is expressed by better product and service design and
performance on the market (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006, p. 434).
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Design is a corporate asset. Given both, globalisation and the rapid advance of
technology, organisations need to search for leaders or tools to embrace
transformational change. Indeed, design is a strong demand for strategic value of design
upfront and throughout the organisation. It might lead towards better business strategy.
Design can also imply responsive leadership and bring all parts together along the
organisational chains (Solomon, 2014, p. 43). Design is bound to the value system of an
organisation itself. Yet, approaches on smart, sustainable business models and
innovation strategies have overwhelmed the research communities. This is evident in
comparison with discourses of design potential and its integration in face of digital
transformation. Thus, the design centred research within this nexus appears to have
substantial research gap (Clegg, 2000; Hermann et al., 2015; Walter, 2015).
The proposed theoretical mainstay conveys DM positioning in four paradigms. It
shows a logical rigour of their application to the DM domain. The author argues that the
longitudinal perspective and postulation of DM, which mirrors a paradigm change, is a
necessity. The theme of DM for SMEs innovation has not been positioned from the
longitudinal angle yet. In particular, this is a case within the digitalisation and industrial
transformation age (second strand of the research, rf. publication II and IV). To add, this
bears an inevitable obligation for the researcher to manifest and embed DM as a mindset and practice for SMEs innovation with a future outlook. As a result, applicable
considerations and foundations from the aforementioned theoretical and management
domains have been deployed for DM exploration and valorisation. They are presented
here in a synoptic way, pointing to the core of the conceptual partnerships.
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2 RESEARCH PARADIGM, DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The chapter in hand displays key methodological research tenets and hallmarks.
Methodology strategy and methodological choices play a crucial role for the research
and its projection. Methodological orchestration demonstrates personal capabilities and
gathered knowledge in strategic discovery process. Looping these processual steps to the
methodological account is a key bridging theory and practice. The methodological
trajectory embracing these steps is presented in the following.

2.1 Research strategy and objective discourse
The driving research impetus is an anticipated social construction of DM concepts and
models. They propose new insights, ways, conceptualisation and new inputs to
theoretical foundations. This social endeavour requires methodological interaction.
Interaction has arrived into the research philosophy discourse by attempting to loosen
the strict competing camps among the traditional research philosophies, in particular of
that of positivism vs. constructivism. This emerging approach is called an interactive
research approach (Elström, 2008; Svensson et al., 2008).
Bearing the social lens in mind, the present research follows the constructivist
philosophical stance. Yet, the research aims at avoiding any isolation and silo building.
Thus, it adopts the tenets of an interactive participatory research. It is because the
present research a) addresses both science and management complex problems; b) it
aims at creating new concepts and models demanded; and c) given the real-life projects
aims at solving real-life problems of SMEs in certain regions (rf. challenges and problems
addressed in Introduction) (Figure 5). In this regard, the research postulates a complexity
of the phenomenon and therefore is subject to a thorough analysis. Next to the social
interaction perspective, the research complexity calls for a holistic collaborative action
(Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002; Coghlan, 2011). Here, holistically, the research philosophy
is regarded as a collaborative and interactive one integrating tenets and methodological
particulars into the main adopted constructivist research stance.
Drilling into the research project, the dominating approach within the adopted
philosophical stance is an actors approach that is clearly linked to constructivist thinking.
The reality is socially constructed including and integrating stakeholders, participating
and constructing sense-making and understanding (Creswell, 2013; Lincoln et al., 2011).
This reality is constructed by a number of meanings that are shared by a larger and small
number of people (Arbnor and Bjerke, 2008, p. 66). Indeed, understanding of the
observed and analysed reality as a social construct lends a strength to the present
research. First, it is because the research is located in organisational studies addressing
social constructs. DM is also a social construct. Moreover, the research aims at not
defining in a direct sense, but rather tracing and constructing meanings of DM potential
and success within the SME province. Here, meanings encapsulate scanning,
understanding, interpretation and action. There is a need to conceptualise and provide
new understanding. Second, the research aims at understanding DM patterns within
SMEs, the organisational context and construct conceptual approaches and models.
Third, advantage is also associated with the fact that DM breaks the boundaries of a
single discipline. It connects research domains, namely, that of management, technology
and design within organisational culture.
In this regard, employing the actor approach is argue to be feasible and beneficial both
to science and management practice. The research aims at explaining activities,
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processes and outcomes involved in DM innovation for SMEs. The research shows that
DM within SMEs and its potential for innovation in SMEs are also bound to relationships
and interdependencies of actors and stakeholders involved in the process from the
management, technological and design domains. Then again, individual meanings and
multiple meanings occur, which needs to be recognised and acknowledged as sources of
information and value. Afterwards, they need to be integrated in order to trace
accumulated understanding, values and perspectives of the involved stakeholders as well
as a shared value. In this light, the actors’ view enables to perceive the whole through
the lens of finite domains (provinces) of meaning of actors (Arbnor and Bjerke, 2008, p.
55).
In aggregate, this dialectical reciprocity among the involved vests the researcher with
the research guiding mind-set. This aims at comparing different points of view and
arriving at solutions or proposals that are likely to be truth through the ultimate use of
the argued reasoning.

2.2 Selection and rationale of research paradigm
The research has adopted a research paradigm that enables to justify research
methodology. It is also bound to respective ontological, epistemological and
methodological assumptions and related actions. Finally, from axiology viewpoint,
ethical considerations are reflected too (Creswell, 2013, p. 36; Crotty, 1998; Lincoln et
al., 2011, p. 99; Mertens, 2010, p. 8). Using a structured way and coming from the overall
towards specific, i.e. from the rough to the detail, the researcher has used the so-called
“research onion” (Figure 5), as developed by Saunders et al. (2003). This approach is
recently enjoying an increasing interest, as the latest scholarly entries show within the
business management research, e.g. Davis (2014); Schmiedel et al. (2013); Venable
(2011). It is valuable means, as the research targets the business management research
– SME sector – and challenges related to their innovative development.

Figure 5: Research onion for the doctoral research
Source: compiled by the author
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Further, the research onion seems to be valuable in terms of complexity, as it provides
a detailed view, a step-by-step approach in the frame of the research process. As noticed
by Bryman (2012), the advantage of the research onion might be associated with the fact
that it provides a progressive perspective. It is a way through which it is possible to design
a research methodology, adapt to any context of research methodology and use in
myriad of context (p. 10ff).
Research philosophy encapsulates the ontological and epistemological
considerations. With this regard, research has built upon a consolidated view bridging
conceptual meaning of constructivism and interpretivism. Constructivism stresses
instrumental and practical function of theory construction (Crotty, 1998). Further, since
light is shed within the research on local and regional scale, i.e. SMEs embedded in the
governance by specific local and regional policies, the perception of the given reality
plays an important role. Constructivism holds on multiple realities, and the researcher is
integrated within the object of the study, which shapes the investigation (Guba & Lincoln,
1994, p. 107; Lincoln et al., 2011, p. 99). Furthermore, in terms of interpretative manner,
it is important to gather the holistic and interdisciplinary view on processes, interactions
and relationships of all involved stakeholders and actors. It is pivotal grasp the
interdisciplinary clout that opens up new transdisciplinary meanings and forms (Malone
et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2010). Interpretivism is also important in the face of complex
phenomenon. DM is claimed to possess this attribute. In addition, it enables to
comprehend the complexity of DM on internal and external performance levels of SMEs.
It also embraces SMEs interactions in the complex and networked regional ecosystems.
It is also important bearing in mind the search for the meanings (Krauss, 2005, p. 761).

2.3 Research design: approach, methods and data
According to Creswell (2014), research design refers to types of inquiry within qualitative,
quantitative and mixed methods approaches. They provide with specific direction how
to proceed within a research project (p. 296). It is a strategic decision on how the topic
will be dealt with and the research problem addressed (de Vaus, 2001, p. 8). Any research
design requires a particular research method for data collection to be used. It ensures
that the evidence obtained enables answering the initial question as unambiguously as
possible (de Vaus 2001, p. 9) and deals with logical, but not logistical problems aiming to
answer the research question (Yin, 1989, p. 29). Since the research paradigm during the
research trajectory was constructivist mainly but integrating and combining mutual
benefits of the above discussed, the research approach is also argued to be ambiguous.
The umbrella research approach might be referred to as a hybrid research approach
(Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006, p. 80) combining deductive and inductive perspectives
in the face of exploration.
Against this rationale, the research approach is of qualitative nature, dominated by a
qualitative paradigm, combined with quantitative research patterns. The research
pinpoints the social construct’s domain and calls for identification of factors, barriers and
drivers that influence the outcomes, i.e. DM use and success for innovation in SMEs in
the regional paradigm. Little is known on how DM acts within the regional development
paradigm (Acklin et al., 2006), what is the potential of DM and how it can be deployed
within SMEs in a successful way (Whicher and Walters, 2014). Taking this research gap
under scrutiny, we might build upon the justification of Creswell (2014). He contends
that if a concept or phenomenon needs to be explored and comprehended, since only
scant research on that has been done, then qualitative approach appears to be feasible.
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Qualitative research is especially useful when the researcher does not know the
important variables to examine (p. 50). Indeed, this type of approach is valuable, bearing
in mind the marginalised focus in the previous research. Further, existing theoretical
approaches and concepts do not any longer meet the needs of the changing landscape
characterised by high complexity and networks of ecosystems, uncertainty and
ambiguity.
Nevertheless, although the qualitative approach is dominating over the present
research, there was used a deductive reasoning. This was done in order to trace DM, its
attributes and peculiarities that are needed to conceptualise DM in the regional SME
setting. The research incorporates quantitative data, which contributed to build up
generalisations and findings and systemise the way. Use of quantitative data refer to
perception of DM and its impact potential among the respondents of the research
project “Design EntrepreneurSHIP”. As a result, we might refer to a mixed research
approach, although predominated by the qualitative way of proceeding, which is
reasoned.
The impetus of inductive reasoning and thus aimed conceptualisation supports the
use of the overall methodological approach, which also integrates other ones (Figure 5).
Yet, action research approach (Figure 6) acts here as the main research driving approach
(Eden and Huxham, 2006; Fendt and Kaminska-Labbe, 2012; Foss and Moldenæs, 2007;
Maestrini et al., 2016; Mohrman & Lawler, 2011; Radaelli et al., 2014; Susman and
Evered, 1978). It is a suitable approach for the present research, since it is able to act in
a holistic and complex way. It supports a dualistic and dialectic view employed here and
discussed above and opens up opportunities to bridge both science and practice. It
enables to intertwine different research methodology categories (Zhang et al., 2015, p.
151). This is also the case here. Having its roots with the work of Lewin, action research
has turned to an important research methodology in organisational sciences and
entrepreneurship. It enables to arrive at pioneering results. It is applicable, since the
researcher herself was directly involved in the ongoing projects (regional development
projects). She undertook an observation and assessment of real-time phenomena.
Learning cycles were integrated in the upcoming research activities and constituted an
important research component (Gustavsen, 2005, p. 281).

Figure 6: Action research approach in DM domain for SMEs
Source: compiled by the author
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Indeed, the action research related to design integration and DM in firms and designled innovation is highly marginalised (Andriessen, 2006; Pozzey et al., 2013; Townson et
al., 2016), in spite of the fact that there can be established conceptual partnerships
between the design thinking approach and action research. The focus is on a consequent
problem solving and structured way. By echoing Townson et al. (2016), there is a scant
research that investigates the use of designers, who undertake action research projects.
these projects focus on innovation catalysts embedded in manufacturing sector SMEs (p.
49). This contention, indeed, is notably supporting the current research as well as the
need to shift the focus on DM within SMEs sector. Important in this sense remains the
endeavour on how SMEs might benefit not only from the external design consultants but
build up capabilities and capacity by themselves. The action research approach deployed
here adopts longitudinal and cross-sectoral (addressing different industry sectors)
approaches (Figure 6). It is because the researcher participated from the beginning till
the end within the research projects concerned.
With regard to methods and data employed, the present research utilised a mixed
body of methods. The body of empirical evidence was completed by thematic analysis
method (Braun and Clarke, 2006), filtering and using funnel method (Benkenstein, 1998,
p. 700). Field notes, diagrams, memos as well as social network analysis were used.
Overall, the methodological body constitutes a solid element that regulates the research
and enables to arriving at decisions and solutions. Despite the research camps on either
qualitative or quantitative approach, important issue still remains for SMEs innovation.
By doing this, the researcher is relying on Berger:
When it comes to questions that have some measure of controversy
surrounding them, our field’s active researchers generally seem to
be occupied chronically with arguing about the relative merits of
various
methodological
approaches...These
continuing
methodological debates involve such polarities as qualitative versus
quantitative, self-report versus observations, structured versus
unstructured, laboratory versus field, cross-sectional versus
longitudinal, and so on. In general, these debates have done little
to advance the study of ...[education]... because they have taken
place within a substantive theoretical vacuum.” (1994, p. 11).
In an emergent field of DM for SMEs innovation in the regional scale, we are dealing
with the so-called “wicked problems” (Rittel and Webber, 1973, Buchanan, 1992).
Indeed, these wicked problems, also referred to as complex ones, emerge and exist with
high penetration of uncertainty attributed with multiple potential solutions. As a result,
decisions are likely to produce unforeseeable consequences partly due to feedback loops
with other parts of the system (Hobday et al., 2012, p. 278). In this light, strong research
foundation is a key to success, once intertwined with the theoretical concept. This overall
research journey from the methodological point of view has complied with the
fundamental ethical tenets that are applicable in the research community. The clearance
was done. Involved participants agreed on taking part in the research projects and
acknowledgement was gathered. The researcher ensured throughout respect of
participants’ rights, values and took into account individual and group needs. Private,
confidential and anonymous treatment of the issues was also secured.
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3 RESEARCH RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
“(…) while high-level theory and concepts provide foundational
knowledge, leadership abilities will only be tested and honed
through their application to real-life situations. Top talent needs to
be assigned a range of tasks which provide new experiences (…) 1
Jeff Welton, Managing Director at Verity International Limited, 2015
The chapter in hand provides a consolidated overview of the research results achieved
during the research journey. The comprehensive, multi-dimensional and longitudinal
research results can be retrieved in the annexed individual publications. The following
narration conveys a coherent synopsis of the results. These loop the research outputs by
recalling specific research questions to a bigger interconnected and harmonised
exposition of DM. Emergence, perception integration and exploitation of DM for SMEs
success within the regional and smart specialisation context (Figure 7) are highlighted.

Figure 7: Consolidated doctoral research results map
Source: compiled by the author

1

Adopted from http://www.verityintlblog.com/5-leadership-development-tactics-of-topcompanies/, accessed on 15th May 2017.
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The exhibition of the results is structured in a way to reveal the change achieved by
this research measured against the state of play before undertaking this research path.
In addition, synergies and mediating effects are displayed and discussed.
The overall contribution of the research can be accumulated under the umbrella term
DM as Driver and Innovation Hub for SMEs and province for regional innovation and
specialisation (Figure 7). Here, the CRQ is answered: how to deploy DM for innovation in
SMEs in the regional ecosystem addressing change and transformation process?
Design can be integrated. DM can be conceptualised and modelled for innovation
development and value creation. This is achieved by understanding, exploring and
delivering DM as an innovation driver and a hub of activity on a regional scale. The
response to this CRQ has delivered DM understanding, conceptualisation and modelling
for SMEs innovation within the regional paradigm (top + bottom left plots, Figure 7). In
addition, discovery and proposition of practical application scenarios and accounts for
SMEs innovation are also unveiled (top + bottom right plots, Figure 7). Here, science and
management contributions, on left and right side, respectively, coincide into the one
domain called “hub”. The hub itself holds, connects and cross-fertilises each of the four
individual plots under one roof.
DM as a driver can be conceptually understood as an ecosystem. DM is a platform for
interactions, activities and collaborations among stakeholders involved in innovation
development for SMEs in the given regional setting. The networking and integration
functions are in this concept crucial ones. They were also addressed in the research
problem and stated in the research gaps. Focusing on and positioning ecosystem
approach within research and practice becomes inevitable in the transformation age.
Thus, by providing this ecosystem perspective on DM, the present research enhances the
marginalised field DM. DM is positioned as an ecosystem that leads to functional and
strategic goals, as already echoed by respective scholars (Buchanan, 2015; Gardien et al.,
2014a, 2014b; Walsh, 2000). In particular, the research results are therefore marshalled
in two strands, thus mirroring contributions and implications both for science and
business:
Consolidated conceptual results and implications:
(1)

Synthesised and consolidated DM conceptualisation for innovation in SMEs
business domain and entrepreneurial development path within regional scale.

(2)

Transdisciplinary DM conceptual approach and model for better understanding of
design driving functions and roles of design integration and utilisation within
SMEs applications for exploitation of innovations.

Consolidated managerial results and implications:
(3)

Practice-centred DM processual application model for start-ups and practices of
SMEs in integrating design and creating shared values.

(4)

DM as a business model to apply in ecosystems and contribute to a shared value
creation enabling sustainable innovations in face of uncertainty, volatility and
transformation.
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3.1 DM conception in the nexus of SMEs and regional account
Addressing RQ1 (How to conceptually integrate design into management of SMEs in
innovation development?), DM integration within the SME and regional context requires
clear and holistic understanding of DM. In particular, this implies a clear notion and
definition of DM in the given setting. Further, DM can be conceptualised and integrated
using step-by-step process during project development processes.
Within the research carried out it is argued that today the definition and thus
conception of DM is highly multifaceted. Within the SME context, there is no explicitly
existing DM definition that is not deducted and narrowed down from the large
organisational scale applications. There is a missing definition that targets the SME
sector, including start-ups, micro and small businesses that do act under different
framework conditions compared to those of larger organisations. In addition, several
existing DM definitions and conceptions are argued to be outdated. This is especially true
taking into account the rapid pace of change in business and social ecosystems,
increasing globalisation, digitalisation as well as market volatility and degree of
uncertainty. It is because new areas of application entered the scientific and practiceoriented discourses and affected DM application in the business setting. Thus, the
definitional background for DM is an interdisciplinary, process-based approach. It links
peculiarities of design process, where design is a driver for act and outcome and leads to
success in entrepreneurial innovation and thus competitiveness and growth (publication
I, III and V).
By building upon this, the research yields that DM is perceived within SME nexus as a
development process. Here, all the strategically essential methods, tools and resources
are accumulated and deployed from the three domains: technology, business and design
(publication I). Furthermore, DM is an open process. It addresses enterprise issues
related to all operational (product), tactical (business planning) and strategic (innovation
development and growth oriented) settings. It facilitates and accelerates the
achievement of the given task (publication V). It provides new development directions
for enterprise from a strategic perspective. It acts as a key catalyst, driver and stepping
stone for developing a new approach for the marketing strategy. It is based on a complex
product and diverse internal and external stakeholders (publication III). DM conception
is driven by strategic and entrepreneurial intentions.
In line with Malone et al. (2003) and Brown et al. (2010), the researcher concludes
that interdisciplinary approaches facilitate transdisciplinary actions, interactions and
solutions. They combine knowledge, methods, tools and approaches from technology,
business and design provinces. As a result, holistically, the researcher defines DM as a
management approach and tool based on interdisciplinary interactions that integrate
action arrays of technology, business and design. Here, new ideas, forms, outputs and
transformations – would it be product, service, organisational or marketing solution – are
created through an aggregated processual approach going beyond interdisciplinary
boundaries. This is followed by implementation and exploitation on the market. This, in
turn, provides success and positive effects for organisations on operational, tactical and
strategic corporate levels that account to economic, environmental, social, policy and
cultural dimensions of evolving (eco)systems.
The proposed definition clearly integrates with and accomplishes the existing notions
of DM in the strategic thought (Brookes et al., 2011; Joziasse, 2000; 2013; Noble, 2011).
It has found its application throughout the research of the author. The researcher
underpins that the domain of DM implies a need for the integration of the strategic
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thought inside organisations. DM is increasingly emerging and demanded. However, it is
used to be edged away by design thinking approach. This is essential in face of rapid
change, that, in turn, affects organisational culture and organisational responses to the
change. Indeed, the DM conception goes beyond the design thinking concepts
(publication I). These are currently in fashion but are used more as a method. Here, the
ideation process does not unveil how design integrates and operates during the
implementation and exploitation on the market (Dorst and Hendriks, 2007; Price, 2016).
DM definition is ignited and driven by design as a notion and construct. Design can
propose any tangible and intangible value, because it serves as a tangible / intangible
source and connector between creativity, i.e. generating new ideas and innovation and
placing them on the market. Creativity is applied to all activities necessary to bring these
ideas into use either as product, service or process innovations. This creates a value and
enables organisations to differentiate and position of the market. Indeed, DM can be
regarded as enabler, collaborator and leader within innovation.

3.2 DM Ecosystem for cross-sectoral exploitation
Taking into account RQ2 (In which way could DM be utilised for SMEs innovation in the
digital transformation age?) and RQ4 (How to unlock innovation potential by DM for the
entire ecosystem of SMEs in a changing economic paradigm?), design integration and DM
potential utilisation on organisational interactions is expressed through the value
attributes, as revealed by the research.

Figure 8: DM Ecosystem for Innovation in SMEs
Source: compiled by the author
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Having scrutinised DM applications from the transdisciplinary and cross-sectoral
knowledge absorbers and stakeholders’ perspective (publication I), managerial
(publication III) and longitudinal perception nexus (publication V), intensifying
digitalisation (publication II) and transformation (publication IV), the conceptualisation
of DM ecosystem is expressed through the following influence domains: (1)
Entrepreneurial clout and (2) Regional clout.
As shown in the figure above (Figure 8), perception and integration of DM postulates
an ecosystem which intertwines the following platforms or domains, namely:
(1) Design – creative attributes, capabilities, resources, methods and tools.
(2)

Management – innovation, competitiveness and growth perspectives and
strategic positioning through application of key management tenets to design.

(3)

Organisational – inside-out perspective, DM absorption on organisation level
(enterprise).

(4)

Market – outside-in perspective, DM absorption and valorisation outside the
organisation (enterprise).

In this regard, the platforms, as depicted in the Figure 8, are displayed as opposed to
each other. They imply the opposition of the central meanings, e.g. design vs.
management or organisation vs. market. DM enables to connect these platforms. This is
done by design, which acts as an integrator and driver. Here, the link also emerges
through conceptual design partnerships from the functional perspective with the
domains mentioned above. The result thereof is a DM ecosystem and its domain
available for actions, undertakings and other interactions.
In particular, within the Entrepreneurial clout of DM, the research expands the DM
notion and clearly places it within the strategic management literature (publications I–
V). Next to this, the researcher underpins and redefines the conceptual partnerships
coupled in a holistic domain of DM that drive SMEs and entrepreneurship. In particular,
these concern a success on entrepreneurial scale leading to innovation, competitiveness
and growth. For this, it is necessary to couple certain ingredients. The research concludes
that entrepreneurial drivers, such as opportunity recognition, uncertainty reduction,
collaboration and integration, need to be merged and embodied with the strategic
impact determinants, which are innovation and location, competitiveness and growth.
This implies also placing focus on complexity and increasing interactions that spur or
might hamper innovations within a more enhanced scale – ecosystem perspective.
Specifically, the researcher demonstrates that opportunity recognition and discovery
should find their embeddedness in the domain of DM for SMEs.
As a result, a new opportunity or vision for SMEs can emerge (publication I). With this
insight, the research demonstrates and supports the arguing that opportunity
recognition plays a crucial role for SMEs development path. Yet, much more important
are the results in a sense that the research provides a processual or methodological tool
how to discover and recognise opportunities. Namely, this was done through a step-bystep approach, which was utilised in an initial DM process concept (publication I).
Subsequently, methodological and opportunity benefits were confirmed within
succeeding research (publication III).
In terms of the Regional clout of DM, the first (publication I), comprehensive
(publication III) and aggregated (publication V) research results demonstrate that DM
conception and its integration within the regional SME nexus is likely to be promising.
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The applied DM processes in regional SMEs open up SMEs innovation and thus
competitiveness and growth opportunities. As has been confirmed by the research
(publication III and V), all involved SMEs were capable to increase their innovation
penetration. This resulted from the implemented DM application and embeddedness of
DM concept within operational and strategic interactions.
The research yields that DM utilisation and potential are likely to be more necessitated
in the strategic management field. It is because problems or challenges do concern the
management province of the SMEs scrutinised during the research journey (publication
III). This also supports the claim that DM has been so far less used within the strategic
domain, but rather was utilised within functional applications, i.e. to be used to improve
aesthetics, form or appearance. This insight, in turn, supports the research output
(publication V) that when utilised, DM is capable to contribute to strategic orientation
of SMEs on the regional level.
By addressing operational, tactical and strategic levels of involved SMEs in an
aggregate manner, DM is capable to equip with innovation potential. DM opens up ways
to perceive and utilise innovation potential as well as to generate and capture
innovation. As a result, SMEs get strong strategic support and new opportunities to
differentiate and to diversify. This is a result of embodied DM conception and application.
In this context, innovation emerges in the area of strategic positioning, customer value
and experience-oriented innovation (publication V). Indeed, this is in line with the
scholarly insights (Holbrook and Salazar, 2004; Andersen, 2011). Innovation is key to
competitiveness and growth.

3.3 Transdisciplinary, processual and integrated DM model
Next to the demanded DM conceptualisation, application and capitalisation in the
regional SMEs context, the succeeding contribution touches upon the RQ3 (What would
be conceptual mechanisms to integrate DM in SMEs innovation development as a process
model?). The response unlocks mechanisms and tools for DM integration into SME
practices. It also traces different application patterns within micro, small enterprises or
start-ups, thus also addressing RQ5 (How could DM become organisational management
culture for different size SMEs in innovation development?).
The pivotal contribution of the undertaken research lies in the following provision:
(1)

Grassroots level DM conceptual approach for SMEs innovation (publication V)

(2)

Comprehensive DM process model for SMEs innovations (publication III).

Both allow decomposition of SME performance areas, finding roots of value and
tracing value creation. As a result, they can be transferred into the DM model earning
twin-fold contributions and benefits to manifold stakeholders. The twin benefits are
associated on the one hand with the DM concept that contributes to the current topical
science and research. On the one hand, the developed grassroots level approach
(publication V) and comprehensive model (publication III) enrich the highly marginalised
DM research on DM application within SME performance domain (theoretical and
science contribution). They also strengthen the importance of governance and policy
participation in DM conceptualisation and application (dirigiste level). On the other hand,
the developed DM comprehensive (publication III) model can be applied within the
regional SME nexus as a tool. It is an efficient and effective means projected towards
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developing innovations, increasing competitiveness and prospecting the growth (indepth networked perspective).
In a transdisciplinary interplay of technology, management and design in an
organisational nexus, DM plays different functions that can be ascribed both to design
and management fields. Here, DM conceptualisation and applications come into light.
DM acts as enabler, collaborator and leader within innovation (publication II and IV). It
also performs functions of mediation, driving forces, ignition, strategic positioning
(publication I and III) as well as specific operational functions. These concern product
and service scale or organisational and marketing (positioning) process related functions
(publication V). It is a contributor to value generation (publication II), a connector and a
partner in innovation development process. It opens up horizons for innovation,
competitiveness and growth. In this sense, design and management can be merged in a
functional manner. Indeed, management is rather driven by the functionalist paradigm
placing emphasis on objective views and structuration (Burrel and Morgan, 2017). Both
can be also intertwined. Both analyse a socially constructed world with subjectivist
assumptions of individuals and stakeholders involved in economic and social
interactions. Further, both aim at explaining the social construction also by integrating
the viewpoint of the directly involved.
In short, we can distinguish between three key attributes of the concept and models,
namely:
(1)

Transdisciplinarity pattern of DM developed concept and models.

(2)

Processual pattern of developed DM concept and models.

(3)

Integration pattern of developed DM concept and models.

With regard to the transdisciplinary pattern, the conducted research has merged the
domains of technology, business and design into one. Because of this, it enables to grasp
and benefit from the interdisciplinary as well as transdisciplinary opportunities. The
research results do confirm the necessity to take into account and emphasise the
transdisciplinarity issue. It can be argued that combination and integration of critical
capabilities do promise a critical pace for innovation. These are inherent to specific
organisational practices and activities and must be integrated with other crucial tools.
They can be employed within different practices underpinning innovation emergence.
Integration of heterogeneous capabilities and DM knowledge may therefore constitute
a key to smart specialisation within diverse entrepreneurial practices and business
development processes. This concern is especially topical in industry or business sectors,
which are more technology-driven. They are likely to underestimate the potential of
heterogeneous or interdisciplinary capabilities and skills.
Scrutinising the processual pattern, the research provides a step-by-step DM
processual approach (publication I) concerning the DM process and its deployment from
the problem towards a solution. Further, it delivers a consolidated DM processual
application model. Both can be applied within SME nexus despite their allocation to any
specific industry or business sector (publication III). Finally, addressing the integration
pattern, DM applications are coupled with the regional perspective of integration.
Integration guides development of regional economic and social ecosystem.
The proposed models imply an amalgamated DM process. This integrates both insideout (enterprise internal) and outside-in (performance on the market and externalities)
perceptions. They provide a merged perspective for understanding ecosystems. They
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imply recognition of opportunities for technology-led micro and small enterprises that
usually do not possess the specific design knowledge, skills and competencies. Without
them, they are not able to undertake DM application and its integration within
organisational patterns.

3.4 Smart DM managerial application scenarios
Addressing RQ4 (How to unlock innovation potential by DM for the entire ecosystem of
SMEs in a changing economic paradigm?), the research conducted confirms that DM is
changing its application perspective (publication II and IV). The research carried out
reveals how design integration and thus DM can be deployed for strategic strength, i.e.
as a business model for shared value creation. The following DM application scenarios
were identified:
(1)

DM as a shared value creator, which emerges once DM is perceived and used as
a processual transdisciplinary and integrative tool (publication II).

(2)

DM as a catalyst for innovations, acting as communicator, connector, mediator,
integrator and contributor to innovations (publication IV).

(3)

DM as a business model in Industry 4.0 applications enabling adaptation of DM
and its integration within the given ecosystem setting (publication II).

(4)

DM as a strategic foresight value in changing economic paradigm (publication II
and IV).

Both publications yield value design and design integration can create for smart
manufacturing, smart products and services or other smart solutions for customers and
consumers. Value creation through design within Industry 4.0 practices can be linked
through design attributes. Design acts as a source of competitive advantage, knowledge,
information, resource, capability, innovative and creative process. Design can be
strategically deployed and exploited for product / service innovation. Strategic action of
design within the business array can be delineated as a critical dynamic collaboration.
This occurs across operational and management practices of organisations or
companies successfully utilising design capabilities. Indeed, design integration and its
potential for value creation needs cross-cutting perspective. Establishing cross-linkage
between design and business domain to innovation in Industry 4.0 landscape allows
forging design-driven strategic orientation of enterprise. It also proposes a background
to generate business models for enterprises aiming to catch up with Industry 4.0. This
linkage also facilitates compliance with key tenets, such as operational efficiency,
competitive excellence, smart and sustainable growth.
Finally, design integration and DM practices might affect not only the innovation
dimension of entrepreneurship, but also concern the entire enterprise ecosystem
(publication IV), where value creation emanates from design integration. It is not enough
to rely on service design as a business model. There is needed integrated perspective on
design perception within Industry 4.0 and smart enterprise in order to remain
sustainable, resource-efficient and smart. Internal and external perspectives need to be
combined, as the proposed business model implies (publication II).
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3.5 DM as a business model for sustainability in ecosystems
DM is a valuable and sustainable business model in digitalisation and transformation.
This issue was addressed in RQ4 and RQ5 and answered in publication IV.
Multidimensionality of innovation and multidimensional innovations are key success
factor in today’s changing economic and social environment. This is also supported in the
literature (e.g. Eckert, 2016). Multidimensionality enables organisations, in particular,
SMEs to respond to the rapid pace of change, uncertainty, volatility and complexity.
Impact of design integration and DM is presented through four key enterprise layers:
operational, financial, strategic and socio-cultural (environmental). They are considered
within enterprise and eco-system (customer, users and network engagement). SMEs are
not sustainable themselves, and the business growth is not sustainable because of aimed
contribution towards sustainable acting and thinking.
Sustainability is expressed through tangible and intangible business outputs and is
embodied within product, service or process domain of an enterprise. Innovation
emerges from applied, new, modified or absorbed design knowledge, resources
deployed, knowledge and capabilities utilised. Then, it is directly linked to development
of the demanded product or service, which is exploited on the market by customers and
end-users. In this light, innovation generation (conceptualisation) and its exploitation on
the market are linked through key creative (design) innovation technologies. These
directly refer to design, drawing, prototyping, visualisation and simulation. Key enabling
technologies are also integrate. These link innovation generation and exploitation
(production) via design.
The researcher argues that smart and sustainable growth can evolve and sustain when
assuring balanced product, service or process development process. Being competitive
does not automatically imply being smart and growing in a sustainable way. In fact,
sustainability evolves through value creation and ensuring consistent value chain
performance, i.e. value proposition for all involved actors. Sustainability embraces
aspects of labour, environmental standards, etc. In this regard, values are affected in
terms of social, environmental or labour-related settings and through two key functions
within the value chain, i.e. rule-making and rule-keeping.
Design for innovation and growth unveils the key flagship words that share common
recipients, such as stakeholders, customers, and users. Features, such as incremental
process, need response, challenges and problems are also commonly shared. SMEs seem
to have entered the success path in unlocking potential of design and its connection to
innovation. Design aims at consumer satisfaction and company profitability through the
creative use of major design elements, such as performance, quality, durability,
appearance and cost. This is combined with products, environments, information and
corporate identities. In a product, service or process development, design shall be
intertwined with technology to ensure efficient and effective innovations.
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4 DISCUSSING AND POSITIONING RESEARCH FOOTPRINTS
Design has been crucial and played major role during the human civilisation development
and evolution of culture. This is marked by technological advancement and social
evolutionism. Paradoxically, business, strategic innovation and organisational literature
have neglected conceptual and meaning “partnerships” between design and business for
innovation. This is evident during the last decades in practical business interactions. As a
result, different “camps” emerged advocating for innovation on one or another side. In
recent years, however, cross-sectorial discussions on innovation are gaining importance.
In particular, an integral innovation approach of design and technology is considered as
a key-driving factor for the economic grow and competitive advantage (Lü ttgens and
Piller, 2010). Design and DM are becoming a highly fashionable phenomenon and a must
use tool. Nevertheless, this is mostly a case within the larger organisational scale. In
addition, design and DM became more popular rather in global regions that show strong
economic performance.
Shifting the perception on design integration and DM from the global towards regional
scale, exploitation of DM shows diverse development patterns. Differences on DM usage
also prevail by scrutinising the companies landscape, from large, over medium-sized and
very small, mostly start-up enterprises. This is especially true in Europe, which is a word
economic region and a macro-region. It is comprised of smaller regions merged by social,
culture, economic or common development proximity. Some newly constructed or
emerging macro-regions, like the Baltic Sea Region, are facing uneven development
patterns based on a path dependency. This is especially true in innovation and utilisation
of design, as well as for the SME sector – the backbone of the EU and thus regional
economy.
Building upon crucial innovation policy accounts worldwide and in Europe, e.g. Global
Competitiveness Report (2017-2018), Global Innovation Barometer (2018), EU EU
Innobarometer (2016); Innovation Scoreboard (2017); Innovation Pillar 12th of Global
Competitiveness Report 2017-2018, Global Innovation Index (2017) or Regional
Ecosystem Scoreboard (2017), there is one common trend mushrooming here. Namely,
in the addressed region along the Baltic Sea, innovation performance and innovativeness
are changing. This happens despite the fact that the region is referred to as a flagship
region in terms of innovation. In some countries as part of this region, innovativeness is
decreasing or stagnating. When it comes to design integration and DM perception on the
enterprise level in the region concerned, the reports send a rather negative signal. In
sum, design is not integrated and especially utilised in smaller companies in contrast to
their larger counterparts.
In order to change this development paradigm, a myriad of policy recommendations,
roadmaps, strategies, actions and reports were published. These are concerned with the
focus to strengthen design-driven innovation and thus DM (e.g. Action Plan for DesignDriven Innovation (2013), Design for Europe (2014), European Design Innovation
Initiative, Design for Growth and Prosperity (2012), Horizon 2020 call “Capabilities for
Design- Driven Innovation in European SMEs” (2015). All of them have called for stronger
design integration and DM utilisation in the SME sector in order to improve innovation
landscape on individual regions and in Europe.
In this light, the present doctoral thesis might be viewed as a blueprint contribution
to the call and expressed demand on design and DM utilisation. This is noted within the
European Innovation Policy that acknowledges design potential for innovations. The
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thesis can be valorised in the DM development paradigm on the EU and regional level. It
addresses and delivers ways on how to grasp innovation opportunities for SMEs on the
regional scale. It can be regarded as a grassroots approach, which deals with the change
of the current rather than of negative or stagnating pattern of DM utilisation in the SME
sector in regions and in Europe. If not too late, this thesis provides models and
frameworks at the right time. They can be deployed and fertilised for SMEs practices and
SMEs that develop innovations. This can be ensured by using a simple integration logic
coming from the regional integration literature.
In 2018, the European Union will take the stock of the Council Conclusions on cultural
governance and implementation of design and creativity driven approaches. These
concern the increase of innovation in the European Union, in particular, the utilisation of
creative and design potential for other than creative industries (Council Conclusions,
2015/C 172/04, p. 13). In this, this thesis aims at breaking the silos and camps existing
between traditional and creative design industries. They should rather integrate and
utilise synergies for developing innovation driven by design. Design has been proved as
a source of competitiveness. Now, it is about to show ways, tools and framework
conditions on how this is possible to be realised.
From the scholarly perspective, the doctoral research takes a stronger positioning of
DM within the research domain. The theme of DM for SMEs has been recently
marginalised in research and research outputs. The theme was rather edged by
overwhelming use of Design Thinking. Design Thinking conquered the science and
management community as being good method to utilise design. Yet, in line with other
scholars, the author claims that it is vital to focus on the management culture and
establish DM as a practice within SMEs management. This is essential in order to
integrate design and efficiently utilise DM. It is stressed that what is likely to be seen is
to show how DM will be perceived within organisation in any given context (Cooper et
al., 2009a, p. 51).
The research decreases the knowledge gap on design integration and utilisation of DM
potential in the SME and regional context. This is done by positioning the research within
the EU policy and governance paradigm (Bucolo and Mattews, 2011a, 2011b; Ward et
al., 2009). Here, the policy and governance province are touched and integrated through
real-life project implementation and evaluation of design integration and DM account.
Only a few regions in Europe have design integrated into innovation policy on regional
and local policy levels (Whicher and Walters, 2014). Furthermore, it diminishes the
knowledge gap on providing framework and processual perspective, i.e. showing how
and with which conditions and frameworks can design be integrated and DM exploited
by SMEs (Dorst and Hendriks, 2007; Price, 2016). Portraying practical application of DM
concepts through research projects is demanded (Acklin et al., 2006).
Since DM concerns the management side, it appears much more essential to continue
this research stream. The context in which organisations will undertake management and
utilise DM is likely to change, especially taking into account the current rapid pace of
change through digitalisation, social and technological transformation. The research
explored a marginalised ecosystem perspective. The light was also shed on the need to
respond to the changing socio-economic and technological paradigm. This paradigm is
characterised by digitalisation, changing environmental and social responsibility as well
as technological specialisation. Here, design integration and DM in an ecosystem
perspective are discovered as a conceptual turnkey for SMEs innovation and value
creation. The nature of DM is interdisciplinary and crosses boundaries of different camps.
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DM aims at integrating approaches from, on the one hand, design and creativity domain,
and, on the other hand, management, innovation and organisational culture provinces.
DM is perceived as a management culture of SMEs ecosystems, where design is
integrated within SMEs management practices and organisational culture for the
purpose of innovation generation.
The research bridges different development perspectives of DM. It also marshals DM
within the longitudinal paradigm of socio-economic development – from industrial, over
experience, knowledge and towards the transformation economic paradigm. In line with
corresponding scholars (Buchanan, 2015; Gardien and Gilsing, 2013), this is an inevitable
task for the researcher. We are faced with the rapid pace of change, increasing
competition from overseas and among the regions. DM is placed within the future
scenarios. The crucial question is and remains in the next future on how DM can drive
innovations and propose functional and strategic qualities in and for transformation.
Taking this into account, the need remains to address intrinsic activities and processes.
These are accelerated by learning and shared organisational values within organisational
setting. These go in line with the external performance of organisations on the market.
They concern especially tools, methods, activities, processes and frameworks. When
integrated, they might lead to design orientation in organisations and drive
organisational development and progression. In this sense, the light should be shed much
more on constituting factors rather just using static statistical data. The same applies to
general business assumptions that allow design-led value measuring. This can be
associated with different business activities, performance, or even be generalised based
on diverse development paths. This gives the floor for diverse interpretations. Despite
the fact that scholars emphasise possible use of DM in three key patterns (service,
catalyst for organisational change and strategic design thinking resource), little is known
on what processes are to be followed. In addition, marginalised knowledge exist on what
are environmental ecosystem framework conditions and enablers to be in place as well
as processes to kick-start and accelerate that would lead towards value creation in
internal and external nexus of organisational perception.
The research is in demand of a guiding tool that would open up a horizon of
opportunities instead of narrowing down the success opportunities. By now, these come
from general questioning and application of large organisational pattern to the SMEs
context. Concentration on metrics does shed the light only on the one side of the coin of
organisational performance. They are likely to be generated as a result of measured
external performance (on the market). In addition, in order to advance entrepreneurship
development and success in innovation, it is much more reasoned to provide these key
success guidelines rather than metrics. It is believed and argued by the researcher that
this enables to strengthen positioning in competitiveness and to enhance growth
prospects. The researcher argues that the current value generation approach in the
nexus of DM discourses constitute rather an ex poste evaluation instead of anticipated
ex ante strategic projection pertaining to SMEs peculiarities and practices.
Indeed, DM conception and model developed presuppose the overall holistic coupling
of internal and external perceptions and developments. They are looped into one DM
application and exploitation domain. DM as it was shown, enables crossing the
boundaries of the segmented performance patterns. Further, it allows gathering
together business dimensions on internal and external organisational levels into a hub of
interactions. When these are shared, they accumulate experiences of all involved
stakeholders, activities and processes concerning product, service, organisational or
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positioning patterns. The sharing of these experiences is enabled and held by DM, which
acts as connector, communicator, mediator, contributor, value generator and integrator.
It is a catalyst and a hub of SMEs future business and a strategic foresight in the face of
increasing complexity, uncertainty, ambiguity, volatility and evolvability of new
paradigms, mind-set and action space of (eco)systems.
Under the scrutiny of the above described ecosystem volatility, use of strategic
thought and topical tools are therefore likely to exhibit a rationale and common thread
for theory and practice. We must learn from and for the future, in order to better
respond (Fahey and Randall, 1998). This bears a pivotal impetus for the researcher in her
future research paths, that based on this present research deliverables, have been
already projected.
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CONCLUSIONS
The present research conducted claims to have both theoretical and managerial
contributions. The contribution to science and research communities lies in the
conceptualisation, application and validation of the conceptual approaches and
processual models. These are applicable in two paradigms – DM application in the
present economic nexus and DM projection and strategic future foresight in the
digitalisation and transformation age.
From the science and theory contribution perspective, the doctoral research explores
an aggregated and consolidated DM conception (publication I). It discovers processual
models (grassroots and consolidated) in strategic SMEs and entrepreneurial provinces
(publication III and V). The provided tools are based on a novel coupling of the existing
theoretical approaches and concepts pertaining to design, management and
organisational domains. By linking up the conceptual attributes that are shared between
design, management and organisational culture, the researcher constructs a feasible
understanding, application and capitalisation of DM within the SME and entrepreneurial
setting. This is done using the driving factor – innovation – as a common denominator
and functional attributes of design. It is an essential contribution of the researcher,
especially at this stage. During the last years of 2012-2017, there can be observed
decreasing research interests on DM conceptualisation and application orientated to
small business and entrepreneurial discoveries.
Indeed, the highest record of successes using DM can be traced back to large
organisations – design-centric organisations, such as Apple, Coca-Cola, Ford, Nike, IBM,
Herman-Miller, Procter & Gamble, etc. From the managerial side, design and DM have
been notably utilised so far promising higher revenues, higher market penetration and
overall better performance on the market. This is applicable to large organisations. Little
is known on processes, tools or mechanisms that allow to achieve better performance,
also internally. In particular, in the EU and on the European regional level, DM has been
so far displaced by other theories and concepts aimed at innovation development or
generation of innovation dichotomies. Yet, through shared practices and successes in
large organisations and overseas, e.g. in Australia and the US, there has emerged a
consciously increasing call to adopt DM practices also in the EU, in particular, within the
SME sector. SMEs stand for the backbone of our regional and the EU economy.
Nevertheless, in this context, we face the missing knowledge base on how SMEs can
utilise DM tools and practices. However, tools and practices of large organisations cannot
be easily transferred and adopted to SMEs.
In particular, the tools developed by the researcher have key strengths. They are
associated with tenets that characterise the concept, such as transdisciplinary,
processual and integrative perception. This perception, indeed, is highly demanded
today and will be needed in the next future (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a; Ward et al.,
2009). With this, the doctoral research enhances the existing DM literature on SMEs. It
provides with the concept and model that go beyond single discipline boundaries. They
also address design integration and thus DM use from a processual perspective. Here,
DM explores and shows the way on how design is used not only for the ideation phase,
but throughout the entire development process. As a result, solutions are proposed for
their exploitation in two paradigms – DM application in the present economic nexus and
DM projection and strategic future foresight in the digitalisation and transformation age.
Further, DM explores needs and challenges associated with evaluation of design and DM
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in form of conceptual models. It shows how design could lead to success from a
marginalised qualitative perspective in the European innovation policy and governance
nexus, in line with Acklin et al., 2006; Whicher and Walters, 2014.
In overall, from the scientific point of view, the research is claimed to fill in the highly
marginalised knowledge gaps in the DM literature. Here, DM is perceived as a concept,
process model and framework. DM provides tools and checklists on how it can be
embodied within business practices in the regional policy perspective. In addition, the
current research contributes also by employing and strengthening the use of action
research in the context of design integration and DM implications. The application of
action research with direct participation of the researcher has been recently
marginalised, as showed by topical scholars (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011b; Townson et
al., 2016). Action research is a practice-driven research approach. Furthermore, the DM
conceptual approach and model integrate the logic of geographic location. This is novel
in the given context. The research streams on regional development, regional integration
and innovation as well as smart specialisation can be enhanced by and benefit through
integration of DM logic into business interactions. These interactions take place in a
certain geographical location or are bounded by geographic proximity (regions).
Moving to the pillar of managerial contributions, the fundamental practical
contribution lies in the applicability and transferability of the developed DM concept and
model. These concern SMEs, their business and entrepreneurial interactions both
organisationally and on the market. These were practically applied to SMEs within the
regional development projects. The results confirmed positive multiple implications for
small businesses. DM can be deployed for innovation generation, strengthen competitive
edge and provide with growth prospects. The applied DM concept and model were
recognised and acknowledged by involved SMEs and entrepreneurs. They took part in
the frame of the conducted action research, which served as a valuable tool to unveil any
success potential. Managerial contributions are also linked to the policy implications. The
developed concept and model in the frame of regional development projects found its
application within the policy recommendations for regional stakeholders, regional SMEs
and entrepreneurs. Opportunities and implications of the developed DM tools and their
potential use within future business applications and development projects were
brought to the light.
Indeed, DM concept and model can be deployed as a methodological tool for
businesses of different size (micro, small and medium). It can be also used by individual
entrepreneurs during their own development projects. It can serve as a means to arrive
at a feasible solution by adopting a structured and segmented step-by-step approach
ignited by a challenge, problem or opportunity identification. Managerial application
scenarios of the developed tools can be diversified in the frame of this research. They
can be transferred to other business, sectorial or regional setting that do face challenges
or are on the opportunity discovery path. From the managerial perspective, DM concept
and model provide with business modelling tool. During the research, the impact of DM
as a shared value creator was confirmed. Value was proposed, which emerges, once DM
is perceived and used as a processual transdisciplinary and integrative tool. In
management of small business or entrepreneurial activities, DM can be employed as a
catalyst for innovations. DM acts as communicator, connector, mediator, integrator and
contributor to innovations. The recognition of the catalyst function, i.e. DM being a
driving force and igniting development and innovation process, can be a crucial strength
for business in competitive environment.
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The argument for managers on DM strengths deriving from the developed tools lies
in a practice-centred DM processual application and exploitation. Here, managers are a)
unfamiliar with DM; b) managers are partly familiar; and c) managers are fully familiar
with DM. The strength derives from provision with framework conditions, processual
guidelines, checklists and tools to exploit design potential and its integration. These, in
turn, can be adopted to the given business or environment setting. Positive implications
of the proposed tools are also associated with the growing management need to respond
to the changing technological, economic and social challenges. In the face of increasing
digitalisation and intensifying transformation, DM can become a strategic tool. It enables
to connect organisational and customer values and to arrive at smart and sustainable
solutions that provide a shared value. Therefore, the suggested value map and key
framework conditions that lead to success (publications II and IV) can be practically
employed within business practices.
In aggregate, the present research enhances the existing body of science and
management knowledge by introducing DM conceptualisation and modelling schemes
for innovating SMEs. In addition, the conducted research amplifies the existing
innovation theories by putting DM not only in the R&D basket but introducing it from the
very first point of departure. It claims that design-driven innovation is a result of
consolidated and interdisciplinary interaction along the entire innovation development
process. From the managerial perspective, the research underpins the integration and
utilisation of DM within the RBV and dynamic capabilities theory. Further, through this
research, regional integration and innovation theories are supported with regard to the
aim to increase innovation potential and utilisation in the regions. This is done by
integrating DM, combining its key tenets and placing it as an essential driver at the core
of performance. Finally, from the strategic management and future foresight scholarly
perspective, the present research facilitates SMEs management and innovation
development. Indeed, the research offers a novel view by combining strategic functional
attributes of design and DM that can lend SMEs. Therefore, by establishing the key
shared meaning and conceptual partnerships, DM is capable to bridge management and
organisational perspectives within innovation on a regional scale.
Research limitations
The researcher was aware of her subjectivity and avoided false separations. The
neutrality of the researcher was assured, since the researcher was not working for or
involved in any SME that was part of the research journey.
In order to overcome the subjectivity, the researcher acknowledged this from the very
beginning of the research rather than neglecting it. This was kept in mind, recalled and
addressed in each step of the research. Furthermore, the observed DM practices and
validation of design impact for innovation, competitiveness and growth is not free from
limitations. The main limitation remains, however, with the sectorial concentration.
When dealing with SMEs, the research focused on design practices within high
technology driven or manufacturing SMEs. For this, it is necessary to continue the
research in this field. This can be done, for instance, by undertaking sectorial comparative
studies on how design is being integrated and exploited within different sector SMEs.
The research imprints are the most crucial step to successfully complete the research
journey. They need to be fully integrated within the research community. The research
imprints are also an input to progression, giving driving force and motivation to drill down
to new unleashed observations that need further research account in the future.
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FUTURE RESEARCH AVENUES
Forthcoming future research should support DM conceptual and model applications. This
shall be realised by measuring design value and employing a higher number of SMEs
cases. A quantified validation and development of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for
DM models are then projected. Comparative and impact analyses should be done. They
should unveil stronger sustainability perception after a certain time lapse on how the
provided DM solutions work in SMEs. In this regard, the proposed DM model yields a
practical contribution to the DM literature that shall be enhanced. DM can be efficiently
implemented by means of different DM dedicated problems. In the future, there seems
to be an increasing need to enhance this model. This is essential in other technology
sectors, and especially with different size of enterprises. This is in line with the mentioned
drawbacks in the SMEs sector in Europe, which constitutes the backbone of our
economy. Indeed, this action could turn into flagship strength in innovation development
and rational utilisation of resources, capabilities and competencies.
The enhancement of DM utilisation within the SME context from the regional nexus
remains an essential research task. The objective is to increase the scope and scale of
DM interactions within the DM regional maps. The researcher believes that generation
of regional DM maps, comparative analysis on DM applications and implications would
strengthen DM perception and penetration. This is applicable to both economic, policy,
environmental, social and cultural organisational provinces. This would also contribute
to and support implementation of the EU, national and regional DM related policy
recommendations and actions. Once DM integration or multiplication of DM practices is
ensured, a further step could be made towards DM clustering and DM applications. This
would enable benchmarking against other clusters and multiplication of positive effects.
In this potential proceeding research, Porter’s five Forces theory and model could serve
as a sound theoretical foundation.
In addition, the future research is partially projected. Recently, the researcher was
approved as key leading author and researcher of the international team. The aim of this
team is to implement an international project on cooperation between Creative and
Cultural Industries (CCIs) sectoral stakeholders and traditional maritime and green sector
businesses. The cooperation should facilitate a more intensive blue and green growth on
regional as well as European level. Here, integration of creativity and design as well as
DM conception and application models will be very valuable. They serve as a tool for
interdisciplinary interactions emerging in the frame of joint development projects. As a
result, the future research might underpin feasibility and long-term sustainability of the
developed DM conceptual approach. It also might increase its application potential and
thus expand the DM exploitation domain.
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Abstract
Design Management as A Driver for Innovation in Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises
The nature of DM is interdisciplinary and crosses boundaries of different camps. They
aim at integrating different approaches. On the one hand, these concern design and
creativity domain. On the other hand, they refer to management, innovation and
organisational culture provinces. In this doctoral research, DM is perceived as a
management culture of SMEs ecosystems. Here, design is integrated within SMEs
management practices and organisational culture for the purpose of innovation
generation. Here, DM goes further than focusing on design support, design promotion or
design intervention. These are mainly driven by the external design service providers,
e.g. consultancies and government support. In contrast, proactive design approach is
applied here that addresses exploration of design as a new paradigm and improvement
of management with design knowledge.
In this light, the purpose of the present doctoral research is to provide an integrative
approach. Here, design is integrated into the SMEs domain for innovation development
on a regional scale. DM becomes an integrated management and cultural organisation
practice leading towards innovation, competitiveness and growth. In addition, the
research aims at reducing the addressed research gaps and positioning this DM research
within the marginalised body of knowledge on DM for SMEs.
The originality of the doctoral research on DM lies in the fact that it combines DM
perception, conceptualisation and exploration within two economic development
paradigms. The former one refers to the current economic nexus and DM projection. The
latter targets strategic future foresight in the digitalisation and transformation age.
Further, the doctoral research is positioned within the highly prioritised European
Innovation Policy domain. It links innovation for SMEs through design and its contributing
qualities and functions. Design acts here as a driver, communicator, constructor,
integrator value generator, integrator and leader. It is a catalyst and a hub of SMEs future
business and their strategic foresight. The originality can also be linked with the real-life
research site. It makes the research outputs more feasible and applicable. The research
was conducted in the frame of real-life cross-border and international regional
development projects.
Having set the aim and projected research tasks, research outputs and contributions
were achieved using a thorough interactive research mainstay. Conceptual approaches
and theories from the strategic and innovation management, regional ecosystem and
innovation as well as culture organisational research streams were merged. This was
done by using the common denominator – innovation. This was enabled due to shared
conceptual partnerships between innovation and design. Then, design was deployed by
integrating it from the functional side. Its contributions to innovation and its qualities
were also taken into account. These concern differentiation, positioning, integration,
mediation, coordination, transformation, sustainability and ability to respond and be
proactive. The overall key and umbrella function of design served as a common ground,
namely, design being catalyst and driver for innovation. Building on the strong
established conceptual partnerships, the research was driven by the driven by the
constructivist philosophical stance. The research addressed both science and
management complex problems. It aimed at creating new concepts and models
demanded and projected to solve real-life problems of SMEs in certain regions. There
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was integrated an actors approach and research was driven by the action research,
where the researcher herself participated in the real-life projects.
The DM conception, the grassroots and comprehensive DM processual models were
delivered for both economic contexts through addressed and responded five research
questions. Taking into account the research questions and the research gap addressed,
the research was driven by a qualitative approach. The research response is a reduced
number of missing conceptual and theoretical contributions in the field of SMEs and the
regional context. This lack was addressed by both scientists and practitioners. Indeed,
marginalised conceptual foundations justify the impetus to start with the qualitative
approach, given the DM landscape and SMEs performance. This need is also reasoned
within the European policy and practical business discourses.
The body of empirical data is characterised by a variation of methods and data
sources. Using it, research not only delivers DM concept and process model for
innovation in SMEs. The research also explores an empirical validation and practical
verification of the developed tools. This was enabled in the frame of the real-life regional
development projects. The developed tools showcase a high level of practical
orientation, transferability, credibility and validity. The developed conceptual
approaches and models have been tested, implemented and validated within SMEs
management practices on the regional scale.
Overall, the research makes contributions to both science and management. The
research explores and delivers an extensive state-of-the-art conception of DM. It takes
into account the interdisciplinary, regional and entrepreneurial context. Further,
conceptual approaches and models are delivered. From the management perspective, a
practice-based and application-ready concept and model is proposed for SMEs, start-ups
and entrepreneurs. They should streamline SMEs strategic, tactical and operational
interactions. The researcher also proposes a business model and some matrices for
SMEs. These might facilitate complicate innovation development processes or accelerate
SME position and performance within the new provinces of digitalisation and
transformation.
Keywords: Design Management, design integration, SMEs, regional ecosystem,
organisational culture, innovation policy
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Lühikokkuvõte
Disainijuhtimine kui innovatsiooni liikumapanev jõud väikeja keskmise suurusega ettevõtetes
Disainijuhtimise (DJ) iseloom on interdistsiplinaarne ja ületab mitme valdkonna piire.
Selle eesmärgiks on erinevate lähenemisviiside integreerimine, ühest küljest kätkeb see
disaini ja loovuse valdkonda, teisest küljest juhtimist, innovatsiooni ja
organisatsioonikultuuri. Selles doktoritöös vaadeldakse DJ kui VKE-de (väike- ja
keskmiste ettevõtete) ökosüsteemi juhtimiskultuuri, kus disain on innovatsiooni
soodustamiseks integreeritud juhtimispraktikate ja organisatsioonikultuuriga. DJ läheb
siinkohal kaugemale disaini toetamisest, edendamisest ja sekkumisest, millega tegelevad
peamiselt välised disainiteenuse pakkujad nagu konsultatsioonifirmad ja riiklikud
tugistruktuurid. Vastupidiselt neile rakendatakse siin proaktiivse disaini lähenemist, mis
käsitleb disaini uurimist uue paradigmana ja juhtimise rikastamisena disainialaste
teadmistega.
Selles valguses on käesoleva doktoritöö eesmärk pakkuda integreeritud lahendust,
kust disain on lülitatud VKE-de innovatsiooni arendamise haldusalasse regionaalsel
tasemel. DJ saab juhtimis- ja organisatsioonikultuuri praktikaks, mis viib innovatsiooni,
konkurentsivõime ja majanduskasvuni. Lisaks on doktoritöö eesmärk täita lünki
teadusuuringutes ja paigutada see uurimus VKE-sid puudutavate DJ uuringute hõredale
maastikule.
Doktoritöö originaalsus seisneb asjaolus, et see ühendab DJ tajumist,
kontseptualiseerimist ja uurimist kahes majandusarengu paradigmas, millest üks on
seotud praeguse valdava majanduskorra ja DJ rolliga ning teine strateegilise
tulevikuprognoosiga digiajastul. Lisaks puudutab doktoritöö kõrge prioriteetsusega
Euroopa Innovatsioonipoliitika valdkonda. See seob VKE-de innovatsiooni läbi disaini
ning selle omaduste ja funktsioonide. Disaini roll on olla eestvedaja, suhtluse vahendaja,
ehitaja, integraator, väärtuse tekitaja ja juht. See on VKEde tuleviku äritegevuse ja
strateegilise prognoosi katalüsaator. Töö originaalsus on seotud ka praktilise
uurimistööga, mille raames viidi läbi piiriüleseid regionaalse arengu projekte ja mille
tõttu on uuringu väljundid lihtsamini elluviidavad.
Lähtudes püstitatud eesmärgist ja kavandatud uurimisülesannetest, saavutati
uurimistöö väljundid läbi põhjaliku interaktiivse raamistiku. Kontseptuaalsed
lähenemised ning strateegilise ja innovatsiooni juhtimise ja regionaalse olustiku teooriad
ning innovatsiooni- ja organisatsioonikultuuri uurimissuunad koondati kasutades ühist
nimetajat – innovatsioon. Selle tegi võimalikuks innovatsiooni ja disaini kontseptuaalne
partnerlus. Seejärel kasutati disaini, integreerides selle funktsionaalset külge ja panust
innovatsiooni ja selle omadustesse. Viimased puudutavad eristumist, positsioneeringut,
integratsiooni, vahendamist, koordineerimist, transformatsiooni, jätkusuutlikkust,
reageerimisvõimet ja proaktiivsust. Disaini võtmeroll oli ühendavaks jõuks, käitudes
katalüsaatori ja innovatsiooni eestvedajana. Toetudes olemasolevatele tugevatele
kontseptuaalsetele partnerlussuhetele, on uurimistöö ajendatud konstruktivistlikust
lähenemisest. Uurimus käsitles nii teaduse kui juhtimise keerukaid probleeme ja püüdis
luua uusi kontseptioone ja mudeleid, et lahendada teatud piirkondade VKE-de tegelikke
probleeme. Uurimusse oli integreeritud osapoolte vaatenurgad ja see oli läbiviidud kui
tegevusuuring, millest uurimuse teostaja ka ise osa võttis.
DJ kontseptsioon, põhialused ja üldised mudelid toodi välja mõlema majandusliku
konteksti jaoks, kasutades viit esitatud ja ka vastuse saanud uurimisküsimust. Uurimistöö
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oli ajendatud kvalitatiivsest lähenemisviisist, võttes arvesse uurimisküsimusi ja
täidetavaid teadusuuringute lünki. Uurimistöö tulemiks on kontseptuaalsete ja
teoreetiliste tööde lünkade täitmine VKE vallas ja regionaalses kontekstis, millesse
panustasid nii teadlased kui praktikud. Puuduvad kontseptuaalsed alused tingisid otsuse
alustada kvalitatiivsest lähenemisest, arvestades DJ valdkonda ja VKE toimimist. Selle
vajadus on põhjendatud ka Euroopa poliitika ja praktilise ettevõtluse võtmes.
Empiirilist andmestikku iseloomustab meetodite ja andmeallikate paljusus, mida
kasutades pakub uurimus välja nii DJ kontseptsiooni kui ka VKE innovatsiooni protsessi
mudeli. Samuti tegeldakse välja arendatud vahendite empiirilise valideerimise ja
praktilise tõendamisega, mis sai võimalikuks regionaalse arengu projektide raames. Välja
arendatud vahendid on kõrge praktilise suunitlusega, ülekantavad, usaldusväärsed ja
valiidsed. Kontseptuaalseid lähenemisviise ja mudeleid on testitud, rakendatud ja
valideeritud VKE juhtimispraktikates regionaalsel tasemel.
Kokkuvõttes panustab uurimistöö nii teadusesse kui juhtimispraktikasse. Töö uurib ja
pakub välja ulatusliku ja kaasaegse DJ kontseptsiooni, mis võtab arvesse
interdistsiplinaarset, regionaalset ja ettevõtluse konteksti. Lisaks on esitatud
kontseptuaalseid lähenemisviise ja mudeleid. Juhtimise seisukohalt on välja pakutud
praktiline ja rakendatav kontseptsioon ja mudel VKEdele, idufirmadele ja ettevõtjatele,
kes peaksid lihtsustama VKE-de strateegilist, taktikalist ja tegevuslikku suhtlust. Samuti
pakutakse välja ärimudel ja mõned maatriksid VKEdele, mis võiksid soodustada
innovatsiooni arenguprotsesse või kiirendada VKE-de digitaliseerimist.
Märksõnad: disainijuhtimine, disaini integreerimine, VKEd, piirkondlik ökosüsteem,
organisatsioonikultuur, innovatsioonipoliitika.
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Appendix 1: PUBLICATION I
Gerlitz, L.; Hack, A., & Prause, G. (2016). An Integrated Design Management Concept:
Creating Innovative Space for Emergent SMEs and Value for Knowledge Absorbers.
Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation in Emerging Economies, 2 (1), 1−18, (ETIS 1.2
classification).
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Appendix 6: Taxonomy and overview of DM definitions
Time frame

Main

Role of design

Focus of DM

Product quality

None

Quality

Project

communication

management

Innovation

New Product

Perspective
1940s–1950s

Design as a
function

1960s-1970s
1980s-1990s

Design as a style
Design as a
process

Development (NPD
/ innovation
management

1990s-2000s

Design as a

Creativity strategy

Brand

Design as a

New business

Creative

thinking

model

organisation

Design as a
catalyst &
driver

Innovation &
transformation in
digital age

DM as a
management and
organisational
culture practice

leadership
2000s-onwards
own research
focus (added by
researcher)

Design Management (DM) Taxonomy and Definitional Overview
Province of
Design
Application
DM

DM
DM

DM

Definition

DM makes the existence of design activities visible within the
company structure, and establishes the fact that company
does not regard design as an informal activity, but instead, has
a formal design program (Blaich, 1993)
DM is the planned implementation of design in order to
achieve company objective (Borja de Mozota, 2003)
Since DM may imply using design in the managerial practices
(de Mozota, 2011, 19), DM can be perceived as applied
innovation, i.e. capturing the talent and resources available
inside and outside organisation to create new products,
environments and new user perspectives. Strategic initiatives
are applied by using design to, e.g. foster culture of innovation
(Design Management Journal, 1998, 17) or as innovation
process (Borja de Mozota, 2006, 47).
DM was defined in chapter one as the organizational and
managerial practices and skills that allow a company to attain
good, effective design (Chiva & Alegre 2009, 425, 435).
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DM

DT

DT

DT

Design

Strategic Design

Strategic Design

Service Design

DM is ongoing management – and leadership – of design
organizations, design processes, and designed outcomes
(Cooper et al., 2009)
Design Thinking refers to a methodology that approaches
innovation activities with a user-cantered design mind-set
(Brown 2008, 86). Design thinking emphasizes design’s
involvement in the strategic level in the organization (Brown
2009, 7, 37), as well as the holistic approach to design i.e.
design not as styling but as part of the process from the very
beginning (Brown 2009, 7).
Design thinking has been also perceived as a business model
for creative organisation implying processes, in which
management tools and organisational capabilities are applied
(Borja de Mozota and Kim, 2009, p. 68).
Design Thinking applied to business strategy and business
transformation involves the visualization of concepts and the
actual delivery of new products and services (Cooper et al.,
2009)
Design, the same applies for innovation, introduces a new
meaning and value for its consumers, i.e. a new or significantly
improved good or service, process or new marketing method,
new commercialised methods in business practice, workplace
commercialised or external relations
SD management research frequently addresses design as a
resource, core competency, capability and capital. Its role
moved from just fitting to the industry towards becoming
heart of the business model and value creation (Borja de
Mozota, 1998, p. 26; Borja de Mozota & Kim, 2009, p. 67). It is
a competitive advantage and strategy. It is a process and
styling leading towards strategic competitive advantage (Borja
de Mozota, 2006, p. 45ff).
ST implies using DM to drive and implement corporate
strategic goals. Both processual and strategic attributes of DM
are herewith addressed, since strategic design creates vision,
integrates and orchestrates collaboration across disciplines in
order to arrive at real value to all stakeholders involved in
creative solutions to business, social and environmental
problems. It is about contribution to business performance
management (p. 3). In this, strategic design drives
organisations by learning, strategic planning, catalysing
innovations and delivering on operational, tactical and
strategic levels (Holland and Lam, pp. 116-117).
Service design has been evolving for more than 10 years; it is
still a young field that seems to be on the verge of blossoming.
In service design, we see the melding of the customer
experience and experience economy phenomena heralded by
various keen observers of changing market mores.
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Service Design

Service Design

Aims to create services that are useful, use- able, desirable,
efficient, and effective
Is a human-centred approach that focuses on customer
experience and the quality of service encounter as the key
value for success
Is a holistic approach that considers in an integrated way
strategic, system, process, and touch-point design decisions?
Is a systematic and iterative process that integrates useroriented, team-based inter- disciplinary approaches and
methods in ever-learning cycles
Relying on a designer’s sensibility, it incorporates elements
and tools from several domains to attain various and, at times,
competing objectives: customer satisfaction or appreciation,
designer satisfaction or sense of accomplishment, problem
resolution, economic and environmental sustainability, and
practical beauty
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Appendix 7: OTHER RELATED PUBLICATION VI
Laima Gerlitz (2015). Design for Product and Service Innovation in industry 4.0 and
emerging smart society. Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues, 5 (2), 181-198,
10.9770/jssi.2015.5.2(5), (1.1 classification).
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Appendix 8: OTHER RELATED PUBLICATION VII
Hack, A., Prause, G., & Maknytė, L. (2012). Design Management and Branding for SMEs:
Experiences from the DesignSHIP Project. In: Muravska, T., & Prause, G. (Eds.). European
Integration and Baltic Sea Region Studies: University-Business Partnership through the
Triple Helix Approach (131−150). Berlin: Berliner Wissenschaftsverlag. (Regional Business
and Socio-Economic Development), (3.2 classification).
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